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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Since the passage of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) by Congress in 197~, it has become 
increasingly evident that the problem of hazardous waste 
management is both larger and more complex than originally. 
envisioned. Although the federal and state government 
standards that have been promulgated under RCRA addressed . 
the problems of environmental protection, many wastes and 
disposal practices were still not sufficiently regulated to 
fully protect the environment and public health. In re-
sponse to this situation, Congress passed the 1984 Hazardous 
and Solid Waste Amendments to RCRA. 
These initiatives have increased the burden on plan-
ners and policymakers to deal with the issues surrounding 
the risks and costs of hazardous waste management. For 
instance, the demand for and siting of new treatment, stor-
age, and disposal (TSD) facilities is a highly visible con-
cern of the general populace. Additional pressures have 
been thrust upon the states by the 1986 Superfund Amendments 
and Reauthorization Act to demonstrate adequate hazardous 
waste treatment capacity in order to qualify for federal 
cleanup funds. 
During 1985, TBS developed for the U.S. Environmental 
protection Agency (US EPA) a planning methodology that 
assesses the costs and risks of hazardous waste generation 
and handling. The pilot application of the methodology was 
carried out in EPA Region I (New England), and a similar 
study was subsequently undertaken for EPA Region IV 
(southeastern U.S.). This methodology, in the form of the 
waste Planning Model, has been applied to Illinois to 
provide a framework for analyzing the effects of hazardous 
waste management in the state. 
A database of hazardous waste generation, handling, and 
flows has been developed in cooperation with the state. It 
is based on annual reports filed by regulated generators and 
TSDS. Data collected include generator site, generator 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code, waste type, 
volume generated, treatment or disposal site, and handling 
method. 
Also, the areas generating or receiving hazardous waste 
are characterized. Communities in close proximity to one 
another are "clustered" and assigned representative 
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environmental profiles. These profiles describe the air, 
ground water, and surface water environments in each cluster 
and determine how dispersion of pollutants are calculated in 
the model when assessing health risks. population profiles 
for each cluster area are also determined from 1980 census 
data. 
Once the data and environmental characterizations have 
been developed, they are integrated into the waste Planning 
Model, allowing the calculation of relative health risks. 
Releases of pollutants due to spills, volatilization, leach-
ing, and residual emissions are estimated. These releases 
are translated into ambient concentrations to which people 
are exposed, and finally into individual and total popula-
tion health effects. Cluster profiles and the various 
modules of the model are described in detail in Chapter 2. 
Costs of handling are also calculated based on the 
volume of waste handled and the treatment or disposal method 
applied. Transportation costs.are computed based on the 
number of miles and the volume transported. The number of 
transportation accidents resulting in releases is estimated 
in a similar manner. 
Changes in risks and costs (impacts) are then simulated 
by interactively changing the inputs. possible changes 
include waste volumes, waste types, TSD location, and TSO 
practices (handling methods). These changes can be made for 
all records or only those meeting certain criteria, such as 
a specific generator location, one RCRA waste type, or a 
particular SIC code. In addition, more in-depth analyses 
can easily be performed by changing the data files on waste 
composition, costs, or exposure environments. The scenarios 
analyzed for Illinois are discussed in Chapter 4. 
The model is designed to be a planning and policy test-
ing tool. It provides a framework to assess changes in cost 
and risk under various scenarios on an aggregate basis. sy 
changing the flows and other data, the model can assess the 
relative impact of changes from the baseline present situa-
tion. This model is not meant to be used to assess absolute 
levels of risk. It should be used only to look at relative 
differences and changes in risk. The model is generally not 
recommended at this time for comparisons on a disaggregated 
level (e.g., it is less risky to site a landfill in cluster 
1 than in cluster 4). The uncertainties built into the 
generic models used are too great to make these kinds of 
ix 
disaggregated comparisons valid in most instances. Rather, 
patterns across many clusters, or across clusters with cer-
tain characteristics, should be examined. 
The results of the model are a function of the input 
data used. More accurate and more detailed data will give 
results that are less uncertain. The results are also a 
function of the generic release, fate, and transport algo-
rithms used. These generic algorithms do not yield outputs 
that are highly site-specific. Nor do these algorithms 
account for catastrophic failures or non-compliant 
facilities. 
In addition, the model does not take into account 
ecological effects, but only estimates effects on human 
health. In some cases (e.g., when human health risk is very 
low) ecological effects may have an increased importance for 
policy purposes. 
The waste generation and handling data used for this 
project were supplied by the Illinois Hazardous waste 
Research and Information center (HWRIC), who obtained the 
1984 annual report information from the Illinois Environ-
mental Protection Agency (IEPA). The annual reports are 
submitted by regulated hazardous waste generators and treat-
ment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSOs) in Illinois to 
IEPA, and undergo constant revisions to rectify dis-
crepancies. 
In order to estimate the risks associated with the 
management of the hazardous waste identified in Illinois, it 
is necessary to determine t.he composition (constituents and 
concentrations) of each RCRA waste stream. Although these 
waste streams can vary greatly in composition, we have used 
point estimates of the average composition of each waste 
stream. In almost all cases we have taken these point 
estimates from the average or typical characteri~ations used 
by EPA's Office of Solid waste (OSW) for its Land Disposal 
Restrictions aenefits Analysis (ICF, 1985) and the OSW 
Risk-Cost Analysis Model (ICF, 1984). These profiles are 
acceptable for the policy and planning uses of the model on 
a broad level. It is important to note, however, that, for 
these and other reasons discussed elsewhere, the resulting 
model calculations should not be used as indicators of 
absolute risk. 
The model evaluates 13 hazardous waste management 
strategies on a risk and cost basis. All other handling 
strategies are modeled as one of these 13. For each manage-
ment strategy evaluated, the exposure routes are determined 
and appropriate release algorithms used. Release algorithms 
are based on work previously performed for EPA's Office of 
Solid waste, Office of Policy Analysis, and Office of Air 
Quality Planning and Standards. Both continuous (e.g., 
stack emissions) and intermittent (e.g., spills) releases 
are estimated. 
Once the release to the environment has been estimated, 
fate and transport algorithms are used to estimate the 
resulting ambient concentrations to which people may be 
exposed. The fate' and transport algorithms are taken from 
previous EPA modeling work done for air (point and area 
sources), surface water, ground water, and ocean environ-
ments. 
Fate and transport of pollutants will vary by environ-
mental factors, such as ground water flow rate. Highly 
detailed, site-specific models are beyond the scope of the 
waste Planning Model, so a limited number of "canonical," or 
model, environments were defined to cover the range of pos-
sible values in each medium. Each geographic area is 
assigned to one canonical environment for each medium. For 
example, the three surface water environments are small 
stream, medium stream, and large stream, based on the low 
flow rate. Every area will be categorized by one of these 
three choices. 
After annual average ambient concentrations in air, 
surface water, and ground water have been determined for a 
cluster, it is then possible to estimate a plausible upper 
bound on the lifetime (70-year) health risks posed to 
exposed individuals. The health scores are used to estimate 
the probability of an adverse health effect given a 
particular level of exposure. Up to eight different health 
effects can be associated with exposure to a particular 
pollutant. Moreover, separate health scores may exist for 
air and water exposures. 
The costs of on-site treatment are in 1985 dollars and 
are based on annualized capital and operating costs used in 
the EPA's RCRA Risk-Cost Model. Prices for off-site facili-
ties are derived from: (1) price category quotes from a 
major Kentucky incinerator, (2) a price list from the CWM 
xi 
facility in Emelle, (3) Review of Activities of Major Firms 
in the Commercial Hazardous waste Management Industry (Booz, 
Allen & Hamilton, 1982), and (4) Hazardous waste Management 
in Massachusetts Environmental Impact Report (Massachusetts 
Department of Environmental Management, 1982). 
The Wa·ste Planning Model computes distances of all 
waste flows from the centers of geographic areas (based on 
latitude, longitude, and a factor to approximate the number 
of road miles). It will also compute approximate distances 
traveled in the state of Illinois for wastes going to or 
from other states. The model then estimates the number of 
accidents that will result in a release of hazardous waste, 
using a probability of 0.28/million truck miles on a com-
posite highway trip (interstate, state, and urban roads). 
In addition to the transportation risk, the model com-
putes estimated transportation costs. Based on price quotes 
from transporters, the model uses an average transportation 
unit cost of $0.20/loaded ton-mile. Truck transport is 
assumed for all waste, based on a 1985 U.S. DOT profile that 
estimates more than 95 percent of hazardous waste is shipped 
by truck. 
Hazardous waste generation in Illinois totaled 
2.145 million metric tons in 1984, reported by 1826 regu-
lated generators. This amount does not include generation 
by nonreporting generators, including many small quantity 
generators. Of this volume, almost 1.7 million metric tons 
was handled on-site by 235 of the generators. Eight compa-
nies in Illinois generated more than 50,000 metric tons of 
waste each. These eight generators accounted for 1.55 mil-
lion metric tons of waste, or 72 percent of the total state 
generation, and are listed in Table 3 on page 21. Small 
quantity generators (SQGs) accounted for 3,341 metric tons 
of the total Illinois generation (0.2 percent). 
The most common type of RCRA waste in Illinois in 1984 
was 0002, basic or corrosive wastes. ~ot quite 35 percent 
of Illinois generation was classified as 0002. waste 
combinations were the next most common type of generation, 
and three K wastes from specific sources were the other 
large waste types. A summary of Illinois generation by 
waste type is shown in Figure 4 and details are given in 
Appendix C. 
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Companies that fall under standard Industrial Classifi-
cation (SIC) 28, chemical and allied products, generated just over half of the hazardous waste in Illinois (see 
Figure 5). Electric, gas, and sanitary services (SIC 49) 
generated another 23 percent of the total. Just over 
300,000 metric tons (14 percent) were shipped to 54 commer-
cial facilities in Illinois, and 143,500 metric tons (7 per-
cent) were exported out of the state. In addition, 
132,000 metric tons of waste were generated out-of-state and 
imported into Illinois for handling. 
The network of waste flows between geographic areas 
(clusters) can provide important information about where 
handling facilities are available relative to the generators 
who produce the wastes eligible for each handling method. 
The largest c1uster-to-c1uster flows for 1984 are shown in 
Figure 22, page 40. Note that these only include clusters 
with large shipments from one cluster to another. A cluster 
with a TSD who collects waste from several other clusters in 
smaller amounts, although the total volume handled may be 
large, will not' show up on this network diagram. 
The baseline population incidence risks (over 70 years) 
for each exposure route and health effect total 151 cases 
(18 cancer cases and 133 "other" noncancer cases). please 
note that as explained in section 2.6, the health risks 
presented here are conservative plausible upper-bound esti-
mates. Moreover, these risks represent the incremental risk 
associated with hazardous waste activities1 risk from back-
ground or other sources is not included. Finally, to offer 
some perspective, the population incidence numbers presented 
here (cases) occur across a population of approximately 
11 million people potentially exposed in Illinois. 
Almost all the air and ground water risk is associated 
with cancer health effects. On the other hand, almost all 
the surface water risk is associated with the "other" health 
effects category. These effects are primarily hypertension 
and FEP (a mild blood disorder) effects from lead exposures1 
the level of severity is not comparable to carcinogenic 
effects, for instance. It is also important to note that 
these "cases· are morbidity rather than mortality numbers 
(i.e., cases of disease rather than deaths). 
A total of $598 million (1985 dollars) is associated 
with the handling of the two million metric tons of hazard-
ous waste generated in Illinois. Transportation costs are 
estimated to be $1.9 million per year (figured at $0.2 per 
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mile). The number of accidents associated with the trans-
portation of this waste in which a release occurs is 
estimated to be 0.12 accidents per year. 
In order to simulate the human health changes that 
would be associated with a ban on the injection of hazardous 
waste in Illinois, the waste Planning Model was re-run 
switching all wastes reported as injected to on-site aqueous 
treatment. The on-site aqueous treatment is modelled as pH 
adjustment. please note that we have characterized the 
injected waste based on actual test results of wastes 
injected in Illinois. 
This scenario results in 1,003 metric tons per day 
being switched from injection to aqueous treatment and a 
slight (0.6 percent) decrease in total costs expended across 
the state. A slight increase in health risk results from 
the increased emissions to surface water. There is also no 
change in transportation risk (all injection was on-siteJ 
all aqueous treatment is assumed on-site). 
Under the land ban scenarios examined, certain wastes 
were excluded from disposal on or in the land. Under the 
first land ban scenario examined, 0001 through 0009, 
F006 and K061 wastes were excluded from land disposal. 
These wastes were switched to a variety of handling methods 
based on the other methods currently used for the wastes in 
question. Specifically, 625 tons per day of wastes were 
shifted from landfill and surface impoundments to aqueous 
treatment and incineration. The human health impact of 
these switches is a significant increase in the risks from 
surface water exposure. A slight (0.8 percent) decrease in 
management costs also results. Transportation risk 
increases 8 percent to 0.13 accidents per year, 
transportation costs increase from $1.9 million to 
$2.0 million per year. 
The second land ban scenario examined excluded two 
additional wastes from land disposal: K048 and K051. The 
risk changes are insignificant despite the switching of an 
additional 550 metric tons per day versus the Land aan I. 
This is primarily due to the fact that the additional ~ 
wastes examined under this scenario contain metals which do 
not volatilize (chromium, lead). As a result, little risk 
is associated with these wastes in the baseline (and 
therefore there is little risk to be shifted when land 
disposal is banned). Costs, however, increase approximately 
5 percent. Transportation costs and accidents are the same 
as under the Land Ban I scenario. 
xiv 
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We also simulated the impact of a central metals recov-
ery facility. The facility is modeled based on the descrip-
tion contained in Feasibility of a central Recovery Facility 
for The Metal Finishing Industry in Cook county (Illinois 
ENR, November, 1986). The facility is assumed to recover 
98 percent of the metals contained in various metal-
containing sludges (F006, F007, F008, and F009)1 the 
unrecovered metals are discharged to surface water. We have 
located the hypothetical facility in Cluster IL04 (just west 
of Chicago) and assumed it accepts wastes from Clusters ILOl 
to IL09, IL19, and IL20 (see Figure 3 on page 20). 
using these assumptions, a total of only 26.2 metric 
tons are processed by the central recovery facility 
annually. This small shift results in no distinguishable 
change from the baseline human health risks and a slight 
increase in transportation accidents and cost (0.8 per-
cent). 
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CHAPTER 1. IRTRODOCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Since the passage of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) by Congress in 1976, it has become 
increasingly evident that the problem of hazardous waste 
management is both larger and more complex than originally 
envisioned. Although the federal and state government 
standards that have been promulgated under RCRA addressed' 
the problems of environmental protection, many wastes and 
disposal practices were still not sufficiently regulated to 
fully protect the environment and public health. In re-
sponse to this situation, Congress passed the 1984 Hazardous 
and Solid Waste Amendments to RCRA. 
These initiatives have increased the burden on plan-
ners and policymakers to deal with the issues surrounding 
the risks and costs of hazardous waste management. For 
instance, the demand for and siting of new treatment, stor-
age, and disposal (TSD) facilities is a highly visible con-
cern of the general populace. Additional pressures have 
been thrust upon the states by the 1986 Superfund Amendments 
and Reauthorization Act to demonstrate adequate hazardous 
waste treatment capacity in order to qualify for federal 
cleanup funds. 
During 1985, TBS developed for the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency a planning methodology that assesses the 
costs and risks of hazardous waste generation and handling. 
The pilot application of the methodology was carried' out in 
EPA Region I (New England), and a similar study was subse-
quently undertaken for EPA Region IV (southeastern U.S.). 
This methodology, in the form of the Waste Planning Model, 
is now being applied to Illinois to provide a framework for 
analyzing the effects of hazardous waste management in the 
state. 
Table 1 illustrates the basic outline of the model 
structure. First, a database of hazardous waste generation, 
handling, and flows is developed in cooperation with the 
state based on annual reports filed by regulated generators 
and TSDs. Data collected include generator site, generator 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code, waste.type, 
·vo1ume generated, treatment or disposal site, and handling 
method. 
1 
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Table 1. Waste Planning Model Structure 
The database, assuming the input data are accurate and 
complete,can.then be used to describe waste generation and 
handling in the state along a number of different para-
meters. These data analyses alone are valuable tools for 
policymakers, providing an accurate picture of the existing 
hazardous waste situation in the state. Some interesting 
questions can be answered using the data, including: 
• What are the largest generators in the state, and 
how do they handle their waste? 
• Which types of industries are the largest 
generators of hazardous waste in the state? 
• How much waste and what types are sent out of the 
state for handling? How much is imported into the 
state, what types of wastes are they, and how are 
they handled? 
• Where are the major geographic areas of 
generation? 
• Between which points do the largest waste 
movements occur? 
• How much waste and what waste types are produced 
by electroplaters (SIC 3471)? 
.Chapter 3 presents several analyses of the hazardous'waste 
generation and handling data collected from the state of 
Illinois. 
2 
Second, the areas generating or recelvlng hazardous 
waste are characterized. Communities in close proximity to 
one another are ·clustered" and assigned representative 
environmental profiles. These profiles describe the air, 
ground water, and surface water environments in each. 
clusterand will affect the nature of pollutant dispersion 
that will be calculated when assessing health risks. 
Population profiles for each cluster area are also 
determined from 1980 census data. 
Once the data and environmental characterizations have 
been developed, they are integrated into the Waste Planning 
Model, allowing the calculation of relative health risks. 
Releases of pollutants due to spills, volatilization, leach-
ing, and residual emissions are estimated. These releases 
are translated into ambient concentrations to which people 
are exposed, and finally into individual and total popula~ 
tion health effects. Cluster profiles and the various 
modules of the model are described in detail in Chapter 2. 
Costs of handling are also calculated based on the 
volume of waste handled and the treatment or disposal method 
applied. Transportation costs are computed based on the 
number of miles and the volume transported. The number of 
transportation accidents resulting in releases is estimated 
in a similar manner. 
Changes in risks and costs (impacts) are then simulated 
by interactively changing the inputs. possible changes 
include waste volumes, waste types, TSD location, and TSD 
practices (handling methods>. These changes can be made for 
all records or only those meeting certain criteria, such as 
a specific generator location, one RCRA waste type, or a 
particular SIC code. In addition, more in-depth analyses 
can easily be performed by changing the data files on waste 
composition, costs, or exposure environments. The scenarios 
analyzed for Illinois are discussed in Chapter 4. 
The model is designed to be a planning and policy test-
ing tool. It provides a framework to assess changes in cost 
and risk under various scenarios on an aggregate basis. By 
changing the flows and other data, the model can assess the 
relative impact of changes from the baseline present situa-
tion. It allows analysis of questions such as: 
• What are the effects (changes in cost, health 
risk, and transportation accidents> of moving 
wastes from land disposal to incineration? 
3 
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• what would be the impact of source reduction 
activities undertaken by electroplaters? 
• what are the preferred management strategie.s for 
solvents? 
• what wastes, pollutants, and disposal methods 
account for the greatest portions of health risk 
under the current patterns of generation and 
handling? 
This model is not meant to be used to assess absolute 
levels of risk. It should be used only to look at relative 
differences and changes in risk. The model is generally not 
recommended at this time for comparisons on a disaggregated 
level (e.g., it is less risky to site a landfill in cluster 
1 than in cluster 4). The uncertainties built into the 
generic models used are too great to make these kinds of 
disaggregated comparisons valid in most instances. Rather, 
patterns across many clusters, or across clusters with cer-
tain characteristics, should be examined. 
The results of the model are a function of the input 
data used. More accurate and more detailed data will give 
results that are less uncertain. The results are also a 
function of the generic release, fate, and transport algo-
rithms used. These generic algorithms do not yield outputs 
that are highly site-specific. Nor do these algorithms 
account for catastrophic failures or non-compliant 
facilities. 
In addition, the model does not take into account 
ecological effects, but only estimates effects on human 
health. In some cases (e.g., when human health risk is very 
low) ecological effects may have an increased importance for 
policy purposes. 
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CHAPTER 2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The waste Planning Model requires several pieces of 
information as input. Some, like the quantities of waste 
generated and handled by waste type, are specific to the 
area being studied. Others, such as exposure algorithms, 
are generic to the model. The data required by the model 
include: 
• Quantity of waste generated and handled by waste -
type 
• waste stream constituents and pollutant 
characterization 
• Exposure routes, environmental releases and fate 
and transport 
• Clusters and environmental characterizations 
• Exposed population estimates 
• Health effects assessment 
• Management cost assessment 
• Transportation risks and cost estimates 
The approach and assumptions in each of these are explained 
in the following sections. The waste generation data are 
analyzed in detail in Chapter 3. Figure 1 illustrates in a 
flow diagram how these pieces of information fit together in 
-the model. 
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of Waste Planning Model 
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2.1 Waste Generation and Handling Data 
The waste generation and handling data used for this 
project were supplied by the Illinois Hazardous waste 
Research and Information Center (HWRIC), who obtained the 
1984 annual report information from the Illinois Environ-
mental Protection Agency (IEPA). The annual reports are 
submitted by regulated hazardous waste generators and treat-
ment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDFS) in Illinois 
to IEPA, and undergo constant revisions to rectify dis-
crepancies. For example, a waste handler may discover that 
a reported waste is actually exempt, and will file a revised 
report. Therefore, the data presented here will not always 
agcee with summaries published earlier or later by IEPA. 
The data used from the annual reports include the 
following: generator name, generator location, generator 
SIC code, generator identification number, RCRA waste codes, 
quantity of waste handled on-site, quantity of waste handled 
off-site, and and off-site handler, method of handling. 
please note that the handling method was not available for 
wastes shipped out of Illinois. For wastes that are gener-
ated and handled in Illinois, both the generator and the 
TSDF will report the waste, and for several reasons, such as 
measurement differences, may not always agree. This project 
used the waste volumes reported by the TSDF, assumed by 
HWRIC to be more accurate. TSDF-reported waste information 
is also used for wastes generated in other states, but 
handled in Illinois. Generator report data are used for 
Illinois generation that is shipped out of state for han-
dling. A description of the Illinois reporting syste~ is 
included in Appendix D. 
Small quantity generators (SQGs) are those who generate 
less than 1,000 kg per month or who generate less than 1 kg 
per month of acutely hazardous (P) wastes. They are not 
required to submit annual reports. If the SQG generates and 
handles its wastes on-site, the wastes will not show up in 
these data. If the SQG ships its wastes out-of-state, the 
generation will again not show up in these data. However, 
the waste volumes will be reflected in these data if the SQG 
sends the wastes to an Illinois TSDF, because the TSDF will 
report the waste. We have no way of knowing what percentage 
of the small quantity generation volume is missing from our 
data. 
It is important to note that the data include only 
those generators and TSDFs who report their wastes, and do 
not account for non-reporters. Non-reporters may include 
some small quantity generators, for the reasons described 
above, or generators or facilities who are circumventing the 
reporting requirements. Again, we do not know how much 
waste generation is not being reported. 
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2.2 Waste stream and Pollutant Characterization 
In order to estimate the risks associated with the 
management of the hazardous waste identified in Illinois, it 
is necessary to determine the composition (constituents and 
concentrations) of each RCRA waste stream. Although these 
waste streams can vary greatly in composition, we have used 
point estimates of the average composition of each waste 
stream. In almost all cases we have taken these point 
estimates from the average or typical characterizations used 
by EPA's Office of Solid Waste (OSW) for its Land Disposal 
Restrictions Benefits Analysis (ICF, 1985) and the OSW 
Risk-Cost Analysis Model (ICF, 1984). These profiles are-
acceptable for the policy and planning uses of the model on 
a broad level. It is important to note, however, that, for 
these and other reasons discussed elsewhere, the resulting 
model calculations should not be used as indicators of 
absolute risk. 
Many generators report a mixture of RCRA waste codes 
associated with each volume. For example, a generator may 
report 1,000 kg of 0001/0002/F003. It is not clear how much 
of the total volume belongs with each RCRA waste code. For 
the data analyses, we have defined these as "combination 
wastes." For use in the Waste Planning Model, waste 
constituent information is needed, so it was necessary to 
split the volumes between the different waste codes. For 
lack of better information, the volume was split equally 
::c: tween each was te code reported. 
A constituent profile (including concentrations) has 
been estimated for each of the RCRA waste streams generated 
or handled in Illinois. In general, the composition 
estimates for characteristic wastes (0001, 0002, and 0003) 
are the most uncertain. The EP toxicity wastes (0004-0017) 
and the F wastes (from nonspecific sources) are slightly 
more certain. K wastes (from specific sources) are better 
still. P and U wastes (discarded and off-spec chemicals), 
although still not exact for every waste stream, are the 
most accurate. Appendix A lists the constituents and 
concentrations assumed for the least certain (0, F, and K) 
wastes. In the case of four wastes handled by underground 
injection, HWRIC supplied monitoring information, so actual 
waste profiles were used (see Appendix A). 
In addition to constituent and concentration informa-
tion, other parameters are characterized for each waste 
-stream. These include: 
• Beating value of waste stream (KJ/Kg) 
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• Fraction of each constituent that is dissolved 
• Mass fraction of waste stream that is nonwater 
• Mass fraction of waste stream that is suspended 
• Mass fraction of waste stream that is ash 
Where available, all data have been taken from the OSW 
Risk-Cost Analysis Model. In the case of P and U wastes . 
that were not included in that source, 10 percent concentra-
tions for the constituents of concern were assumed. . 
Importantly, all critical assumptions about waste 
streams, including the constituent and concentration data, 
can easily be altered in the Waste Planning Model as better 
information becomes available, such as was done here with 
the four injected waste streams. The model could also be 
amended to handle distributional information on waste stream 
characteristics or different characteristics by waste stream 
and generator SIC code. The data currently used can be 
accessed from the data files in the model. 
Some information specific to each chemical constituent 
is also required for the release algorithms. From TBS 
research and the OSW Risk-COst Analysis Model, the following 
data have been included for each pollutant: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Vapor pressure (mm Hg at 25°C) 
Diffusivity (cm2/sec) in air and water 
Solubility (mg/l at 25°C) 
Molecular weight (g/g-mole) 
Biodegradation rate (per day) 
Health risks (dose-response probabilities) and 
thresholds (ug/m3 or ug/l) 
For many pollutants, data on health effects are incomplete 
and can be added when available. 
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2.3 Exposure Routes, Environmental Releases 
and Fate and Transport 
The model evaluates 13 hazardous waste management 
strategies on a risk and cost basis. All other handling 
strategies are modeled as one of these 13. For each manage-
ment strategy evaluated, the exposure routes are determined 
(see Table 2) and appropriate release algorithms used. 
Exposure routes and release algorithms are based on 
work previously performed for EPA's Office of Solid Waste, 
Office of policy Analysis, and Office of Air Quality Plan":' 
ning and Standards. Both continuous (e.g., stack emissions) 
and intermittent (e.g., spills) releases are estimated. All 
treatment technologies are assumed to dispose of final 
residuals (e.g., incinerator ash) in a landfill in the same 
cluster as the TSD. 
In some cases, the release models do not predict signi-
ficant failures of RCRA landfills and surface impoundments 
until 75 to 100 years from the beginning of operation. For 
relative comparisons for planning and policy purposes, it 
was felt that the time delay would not be appropriate. In 
addition, there is currently no acceptable methodology for 
discounting risks at EPA. For these reasons, all releases 
are compared as if they occurred in a similar time period. 
Once the release to the environment has been estimated, 
fate and transport algorithms are used to estimate the 
resulting ambient concentrations to which people may be 
exposed. The fate and transport algorithms are taken from 
previous EPA modeling work done for air (point and area 
sources), surface water, ground water, and ocean environ~ 
ments. Note that these models do not account for ground 
water infiltration into surface water. The models have been 
run for a unit input for each of the representative environ-
ments and are scaled linearly based on actual waste inputs; 
results are used in relating releases to ambient concen-
trations in the Waste Planning Model. 
Fate and transport of pollutants will vary by environ-
mental factors, such as ground water flow rate. Highly 
detailed, site-specific models are beyond the scope of the 
Waste Planning Model, so a limited number of "canonical," or 
model, environments were defined to cover the range of pos-
sible values in each medium. Each cluster is assigned to 
one canonical environment for each medium. For example, the 
three surface water environments are small stream, medium 
stream, and large stream, based on the low flow rate. Every 
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cluster will be categorized by one of these three choices. 
The canonical environments and fate and transport models 
used are discussed more thoroughly in the next section. 
2.4 Clusters and Environmental Characterizations 
Clusters are created based on location of generators 
and TSDs. They have a radius of 19 kilometers and are cen~ 
tered near large generation or handling volumes where appro-
priate. Facilities are clustered to take into account coin-
cident human exposures to releases from multiple nearby 
facilities. The model treats all sources as being located 
in the center of a cluster: the combined effects of releases 
from all sources within a cluster are then evaluated. 
Clustering also eases computations of exposures and flows. 
Clusters are characterized by representative environ-
mental choices. These representative, or canonical, envi-
ronments have been developed based on the key parameters 
used in the release, and fate and transport models. The 
populations are determined, along with the percentages of 
the population that drink surface and ground water, for each 
cluster. 
The EPA set of models and environmental data contained 
in GEMS (Graphical Exposure Modeling System) are used for 
several of the models and data requirements. The fate and 
transport of air-borne contaminants are based on results 
from the ISC (Industrial Source Complex) model in GEMS, 
which uses a gaussian plume modeling approach. Only one air 
environment is used for the fate and transport modeling (see 
Appendix B); mixing height is the driving environmental 
parameter in our results and varies little over the state. 
Conservative values have been assumed for facility operating 
characteristics in the fate and transport modeling. In 
addition, wind speeds for the nearest Star (weather) station 
have been accessed from the GEMS database and used in some 
air release calculations describing volatilization. Note 
that the incineration model does not account for formation 
of PICs (products of incomplete combustion). 
The fate and transport of surface water pollutants is 
taken from results of EXAMS (Exposure Analysis Modeling 
System), also a part of the GEMS system. Three surface 
.water environments are used--small, medium, and large 
coldwater streams (see Appendix B). The drinking water 
source is assumed to be 7-14 kilometers downstream from the 
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point of pollutant discharge, and a drinking water treat-
ment/removal efficiency of 50 to 75 percent is used in the 
Waste Planning Model. Eight types of pollutants (based on 
chemical structure and solubility) are modeled for each of 
these streams--five organics and three inorganics. One of 
the three surface water environments has been assigned to 
each cluster using The 7-Day la-Year Low Flows of Illinois 
Streams (Singh, 1973) and assuming the drinking water from 
surface water sources is most likely to come from larger . 
streams in the cluster. Drinking water from Lake Michigan 
is assumed for this analysis to be unaffected by hazardous 
waste constituents. 
Ground water transport is based on results from the 
Liner Location Risk and cost Analysis Model (Sobotka, 1985). 
Three categories of pollutant mobility have been modeled in 
each of nine saturated zone (aquifer) environments (see 
Appendix B), with no treatment assumed for drinking water 
taken from ground water. The Liner Location Model assumes 
no attenuation in the unsaturated zone. Ground water envi-
ronments are assigned using the methodology described in 
Appendix B based on linear velocity of the ground water. 
The drinking water well is assumed to be 600 meters down-
gradient from the source. 
2.5 Exposed Population Estimates 
The populations for each cluster are broken down into 
four concentric rings (1.05, 4.5, 10.5, and 19 km in radius 
from the cluster center) and eight directional sectors to 
correspond to the results from the air modeling. These 
populations are accessed from GEMS, which uses 1980 census 
tract data. proportions of the populations drinking surface 
and ground water are taken from drinking water source data 
obtained from the Illinois Water Survey. All people in the 
cluster are conservatively assumed to obtain their drinking 
water from the potentially contaminated sources (surface and 
ground water), except where the source is Lake Michigan, 
which is assumed for these purposes unaffected. The surface 
water model is for streams only; a dilution factor for a 
downstream lake can be estimated, but IHWRIC research 
indicates that Lake Michigan is a source for the area 
streams • 
populations for each ring in each cluster are given in 
Appendix B. The percentage breakdown of men, women, and 
children (used for estimating health effects from lead) are 
also given in Appendix B. 
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2.6 Health Effects Assessment 
After annual average ambient concentrations in a'ir, 
surface water, and ground water have been determined for a 
cluster, it is then possible to estimate a plausible upper 
bound on the lifetime (70-year) health risks posed to 
exposed individuals. This is done using a linear dose-
response model with a threshold. The threshold, below 
which there is no effect, may be zero (such as for all 
cancer effects) or greater than zero (see Figure 2). 
Ambient concentrations are related to uptakes with the 
following assumptions: (1) a person drinks 2 liters of 
water per day, (2) a person breathes 20 cubic meters of air 
each day, (3) a person weighs 70 kilograms, and (4) absorp-
t.ion is equal to 100 percent of exposure. All health risk 
scores assume chronic exposure for a 70-year lifetime. 
Effect 
.... ------ Uptake L Uptake 
Threshold 
Figure 2. Health Score Models 
The model assumes the data describing volumes, handling 
methods, and types of wastes are representative of hazardous 
waste activity every year in each cluster. The model also 
compares all releases as if they occurred in a similar time 
period. 
The health scores are used to estimate the probability 
of an adverse health effect given a particular level of 
exposure. Up to eight different health effects can be asso-
ciated with exposure to a particular pollutant. Moreover, 
separate health scores may exist for air and water expo-
sures. The health effects evaluated are: 
• Carcinogenicity 
13 
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• Noncarcinogenic effects 
--Mutagenicity (chromosomal effects) 
--Teratogenicity (fetal effects) 
--Reproductive effects 
--Renal toxicity 
--Neuro-behavioral effects 
--Hepatic (liver) effects 
--Other effects (includes respiratory, hemato-
logic, cardiac, skin, and adrenal effects) 
The carcinogenic effects scores are primarily developed by 
the Cancer Assessment Group (CAG) at EPA; the noncarcino-
genic effects scores and a few of the cancer scores are from 
toxicologists in the Regulatory Integration Division in the 
EPA Office of policy Analysis and have not yet been peer 
reviewed. 
For each health effect and pollutant, the unit health 
risk multiplied by the ambient exposure can be interpreted 
as the plausible upper bound probability that an individual 
will suffer an adverse effect (individual risk). This prob-
ability multiplied by the exposed population will give a 
plausible upper bound on the number of adverse health cases 
for the population (population risk). 
Linear dose-response unit health risks have been 
developed by the u.s. EPA by extrapolating from animal test 
data to humans and f·rom the experimental high dose-response 
relationships to the lower end of the curve. These curves 
also incorporate appropriate uncertainty factors in these 
extrapolations. The thresholds are based on the Acceptable 
Daily Intake (ADI) as determined by EPA or on experimentally 
determined levels of no or lowest observed effect. Actual 
health risks can reasonably be assumed to be no more than 
those estimated with this methodology (plausible upper 
bound) • 
Currently, health scores for 32 pollutants are included 
in the waste planning Model. These pollutants account for 
slightly over 14 percent of the nonwater volume waste in 
Illinois, based on the waste composition estimates in the 
model. The pollutants scored are: 
14 
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Acrylonitrile 
Aldrin 
Arsenic 
Benzene 
Benz-(a)-anthracene 
Benz-(a)-pyrene 
Bromoform 
Butanol 
Cadmium 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Chlordane 
Chloroform 
Chromium IV 
Dichlorobenzene 
Dichloroethane 
Dichloromethane 
Dichloropropane 
Diethylhexylphthalate 
Ethylene Dibromide 
Heptachlor 
Lindane 
Mercury 
Nickel 
perchloroethylene 
PCBs 
Selenium 
Toluene 
Toxaphene 
Trichloroethane 
Trichloroethylene 
Vinyl Chloride 
Xylene 
The health scores are thresholds for these pollutants for 
each health effect are listed in Appendix A. Pollutants 
missing health scores are also listed in Appendix A. 
Health effects resulting from lead exposures are deter-
mined differently, however. EPA has done an extensive 
amount of research on effects of lead exposures and has 
developed a somewhat more sophisticated model. First, the 
total uptake of lead is determined, including all exposure 
routes and background lead exposures. Then blood lead 
levels are estimated for men, women, and children. The 
resulting health effects are then calculated from blood lead 
levels based on a nonlinear dose-response relationship, and 
allocated back to each exposure route. The following health 
effects are evaluated for lead: 
• Carcinogenicity 
• Teratogenicity 
• Reproductive effects 
• Renal effects 
• Neuro-behavioral effects 
• Other effects 
--PEP (free erythrocyte protoporphyrin) and anemia 
(blood effects) 
--Hypertension (cardiovascular effects) 
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2.7 Management Cost Assessment 
The costs of on-site treatment are based on ann.ualized 
capital and operating costs used in the OSW RCRA Risk-Cost 
Model. capital costs used here do not include interest 
during construction and working capital costs. All ·costs 
have been converted to 1985 dollars by escalating by the 
appropriate inflation factor. capital costs are annualized 
by discounting all costs (including any closure costs) at a 
10 percent real discount rate. Annual costs for small anQ 
large facilities differ depending on the annual operating 
volume of the model facilities to account for economies of 
scale. These costs are expressed in cost/ton or cost/gallon 
(see Appendix A). 
Prices for off-site facilities are derived from: 
(1) price category quotes from a major Kentucky incinerator, 
(2)a price list from the CWMfacility in Emelle, (3) Review 
of Activities· of Major Firms in the Commercial Hazardous 
Waste Management Industry (Booz, Allen & Hamilton, 1982), 
and (4) Hazardous Waste Management in Massachusetts Environ-
mental Impact Report (Massachusetts Department of Environ-
mental Management, 1982). Prices have been checked against 
costs computed for large on-site facilities and adjustments 
made so that the two were comparable. All prices have been 
escalated to 1985 dollars. A summary of the prices and 
costs used in the model is included in Appendix A. 
2.8 Transportation Risk and Cost Estimates 
The waste Planning Model computes distances of all 
waste flows from the centers of the clusters (based on lati-
tude, longitude, and a factor to approximate the number of 
road miles). It will also compute approximate distances 
traveled in the state of Illinois for wastes going to or 
from other states. The model then estimates the number of 
accidents that will result in a release of hazardous waste, 
using a probability of 0.28/million truck miles on a com-
posite highway trip (interstate, state, and urban roads). 
In addition to the transportation risk, the model com-
putes estimated transportation costs. It uses the cluster-
to-cluster distances (as calculated for the transportation 
risk) and volume of waste transported. Based on price 
quotes from transporters, the model uses an average trans-
. portation unit cost of $0.20/loaded ton-mile. Truck 
transport is assumed for all waste, based on a 1985 U.S. DOT 
profile that estimates more than 95 percent of hazardous 
waste is shipped by truck. 
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2.9 Model Limitations 
The Waste Planning Model is designed to be a policy and 
planning tool; the model will not yield definitive answers 
to hazardous waste problems. It can be used to estimate 
relative risks between options on an aggregate basis, but it 
does not give accurate estimates of absolute levels of risk. 
Several levels of assumptions have to be made in order to 
implement the Waste Planning Model, and a user should under-
stand these before attempting to interpret the results. 
Obviously, the model depends on the accuracy and com-
pleteness of the input data. The model cannot account for 
non-reported (including wastes from many small quantity 
generators) or misspecified wastes. It is important to 
remember that the model evaluates the incremental risk due 
to pollutant exposures from hazardous waste generation and 
handling; risk from background or other sources is not 
evaluated. This may be most important for health effects 
with a threshold; although the hazardous waste exposure 
alone may not exceed the threshold, total exposure from all 
sources may. 
The model is less accurate when less detail is provided 
in the input data (e.g., broad treatment classifications, 
such as tank treatment, instead of specific handling prac-
tice, such as pH adjustment/coagulation). In this situa-
tion, the model assumes a handling method that falls into 
the broad category. In addition, the model can currently 
evaluate only 13 different types of handling technologies 
(the most common methods are those modeled); all management 
methods are modeled as one of these 13, which are listed in 
Table 2. Some inaccuracies are also introduced by using 
only these somewhat generic categories. In addition, the 
model currently uses cost data that is somewhat dated, co~ 
puted for these broad management strategies, and not 
specific to Illinois. 
The Waste Planning Model only estimates risk to human 
health; ecological effects are not evaluated. The model 
will output resultant concentrations that can be checked 
against existing criteria, but makes no attempt to quantify 
environmental effects. These effects may be of overriding 
consideration when human health risks are very small. 
The model assumes RCRA-compliant facilities; releases 
due to improper management of wastes are not modeled. In 
addition, low probability, high consequence events such as 
catastrophic failure are not included in the model. 
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The biggest areas of uncertainty in the Waste Planning 
Model are the waste composition estimates and the release 
and fate and transport algorithms. In order to perform risk 
calculations, the RCRA waste stream descriptions must be 
translated into a quantitative estimate of pollutants and 
concentrations. At present, the model uses point estimates 
for each waste stream (see Section 2.2), which can lead to 
substantial error if the actual waste is significantly dif-
ferent than the estimated composition. As noted earlier, 
waste stream compositions can be amended as better informa-
tion becomes available, such as was done here with some 
large volume injected wastes, or specified as a distributlon 
of waste compositions. 
Release estimates are partly a function of the physical 
design of the management facility. The model assumes one 
design and one or two standard sizes for each management 
method. A management configuration that is substantially 
different can also introduce error in the release estimates. 
The configurations used in the model are described in detail 
in the Regional Hazardous Waste Pilot Project Phase I 
Briefing (note: some changes have been made in the model 
since publication of this document). 
The choice and application of the fate and transport 
models used in the Waste Planning Model may also introduce 
error. The model environments chosen represent a range of 
values; to the extent that the actual environment falls in 
between the values chosen, the model will predict the resul-
ting pollutant concentrations less accurately. The fate and 
transport algorithms themselves may introduce uncertainty of 
up to several orders of magnitude. 
Due to the various limitations and possible sources of 
error, the Waste Planning Model is designed to be used at an 
aggregate level, for purposes of planning and policy. At a 
statewide level, any inaccuracies tend to cancel out and 
general trends can be discerned. The model should not, 
however, be used at a local level to address issues such as 
facility siting. It is important that a user understand and 
account for the uncertainties in the model. 
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CHAPTER 3. ILLINOIS HAZARDOUS WASTE DATA 
The data analyzed for Illinois and used in the waste 
Planning Model are from 1984 generator and TSD annual 
reports from regulated facilities in Illinois. They include 
wastes imported into and wastes exported out of the state. 
Where both the generator and TSD are located in Illinois, 
the amount reported by the TSD, assumed by HWRIC to be more 
accurate, was used. All volumes have been converted to 
kilograms from gallons based on reported densities for ease 
in manipulation. When multiple waste codes are reported, 
the waste is treated here as a "waste combination." For 
risk purposes in the Waste Planning Model, the quantity was 
split evenly among all wastes reported. 
The data used in this report were obtained from the 
Illinois Hazardous waste Research and Information Center in 
september 1986. Illinois EPA has been constantly updating 
and correcting dataJ therefore, the summaries presented here 
may not agree precisely with those published by IEPA, (IEPA 
used some earlier and some later versions of the data set in 
their reports). Where we have become aware of improvements 
more recent than our data, we have incorporated them. 
3.1 Clusters 
The generation and handling locations in Illinois, 
located in 322 cities, have been assigned to 75 clusters in 
the state. These clusters are shown in Figure 3. The total 
1980 population in these 75 clusters (total exposed popula-
tion from hazardous waste activities)· is 11.3 million 
people. Clusters of 19 kilometer radius ate assigned based 
on proximity of towns. The cities in each cluster are 
listed in Appendix B. In addition, the representative 
environments assigned for each cluster are shown in 
Appendix B, along with the populations in each distance 
ring, the percentage drinking surface and ground water, and 
the latitude and longitude for the center of each cluster. 
These cluster definitions have been used for all map 
graphics in this document. 
3.2 Generation 
Hazardous waste generation in Illinois totaled 
2.145 million metric tons in 1984, reported by 1826 regu-
lated generators. This amount does not include generation 
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Metric Tons Metric Tons 
COIIIeany City Cluster ill Handled On Site Shipped Off Site 
Allied ene.ical Corp. Metropolis Il74 2819 530,024 5 
Velsicol Marshall Il52 2879 2n,959 0 
Cabot Corp. Tuscola IlSO 2819 269,204 0 
Amoco Petroleum Additives Wood River Il59 2911 154,545 0 
Olin Corp. East Alton Il59 3341 98,001 7,354 
Nutrasweet Park rarest South Il07 .950 0 84,419 
CIO II CalUllet City Il07 4953 53,682 15,862 
Allied Chemical Corp. Danville IL42 4953 62,293 0.2 
Table 3. Generators over 50,000 Metric Tons per Year 
by nonreporting generators, including many small quantity 
generators. Of this volume, almost 1.7 .million metric tons 
was handled on-site by 235 of the generators. Eight compa-
nies in Illinois generated more than 50,000 metric tons of 
waste each. These eight generators accounted for 1.55 mil-
lion metric tons of waste, or 72 percent of the total state 
generation, and are listed in Table 3. 
Small quantity generators (SOGs) accounted for 
3,341 metric tons of the total Illinois generation (0.2 per-
cent). This waste came from 883 reporting small quantity 
generators, which are defined as those generating a total 
volume of less than 1,000 kg/month (12 metric tons/year) or 
less than 1 kg/month of acutely hazardous (P) wastes was 
used here. Small quantity generators were not required to 
submit annual reports, although some do, so these data do 
not include many SOGs who treat or dispose on-site (the TSO 
will report wastes from those who ship off-site). 
The most common type of RCRA waste in Illinois in 198~ 
was 0002, basic or corrosive wastes. Not quite 35 percent 
of Illinois generation was classified as 0002. Waste 
combinations were the next most common type of generation, 
and three K wastes from specific sources were the other 
large waste types. A summary of Illinois generation by 
waste type is shown in Figure 4 and details are given in 
Appendix C. 
Companies that fall under Standard Industrial Classifi-
cation (SIC) 28, chemical and allied products, generated 
just over half of the hazardous waste in Illinois (see 
Figure 5). Electric, gas, and sanitary services (SIC 49) 
generated another 23 percent of the total. A breakdown of 
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Total 
Generation 
~.etric tons) 
530,029 
2n,959 
269,204 
154,545 
105,435 
84,419 
69,544 
62,293 
&Z»& __ . _____ IiIII--------~ 
1.9% Pe and U. 
2.8% F006 - F016 
3.8% Other Ks 
4.9% Other Os 
4.9% F001 - FOOS 
7.7% K062 
8.0% K048 
13.0% K032 
18.1% CombInatIon Wastes 
34.9% 0002 
Figure 4. Generation by waste Type 
4.2% SIC 34 Fabricated Metal Industrle. 
5.8% SIC 33 PrImary Metal Industries 
5.8% Other 
9.5% SIC 29 Petroleum Reflnlng and 
Related Industries 
22.9% SIC 49 Electric. Gas. and 
Sanitary Services 
51.8% SIC 28 ChemIcal and Allied 
Products 
Figure 5. Generation by TwO-Digit SIC Code 
1984 Illinois generation by each two-digit SIC code is given 
in APpendix C. 
Specifically, companies that fall into four-digit SIC 
code 2819 (industrial inorganic chemicals) accounted for 
37 percent of total Illinois generation, and companies in 
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SIC 2879 (pesticides and agricultural chemicals) made up 
another 13 percent. In addition, 340 companies classified 
as SIC 4953 (refuse systems) generated 15 percent of 
Illinois' hazardous waste (the largest volumes coming from 
commercial and on-site TSDs). The largest generator classi-
fications at the four-digit SIC code level are shown in 
Figure 6. 
3.9% SIC 4950 Sanitary Services 
4.9% SIC 3341 Secondary Smelting and 
Refining of Nonferrous 
Metals 
9.5% SIC 2911 Petroleum Refining 
13.0% SIC 2879 Pesticide. and Agriculture 
Chemicals 
15.3% SIC 4953 Refu,e Systems 
16.0% Other 
37.4% SIC 2819 Industrial Inorganic 
Chemicals 
Figure 6. Generation by Four-Digit SIC Code 
Generation in 1984 was concentrated in six clusters 
scattered around the state. In general, these major centers 
of generation correspond to the generators listed in 
Table 3. The relative size of generation in each cluster is 
shown in Figure 7 on the next page. It is interesting to 
note that the major generating clusters do not always occur 
near population centers. 
3.3 Handling 
As mentioned above, 1.7 million metric tons (79 per-
cent) of the waste generated in Illinois in 1984 was handled 
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Figure 7. Generation Volumes by Cluster 
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on-site by 235 different generators. Just over 300,000 
metric tons (14 percent) were shipped to commercial -
facilities in Illinois, and 143,500 metric tons (7 percent) 
were exported out of the state. In addition, 132,000 metric 
tons of waste were generated out-of-state and imported into 
Illinois for handling (see Figure 8). 
2000 
1800 
Thousands of 
Metric Tons 1600 
1400 
1200 
1000 
800 
600 
400 
200 
0 
1,696 
Handled 
On-Site 
Shipped 
Off-Site 
in Illinois 
Shipped 
Off-Site, 
Out-of-State (Exports) 
Generated 
Out-of-State, 
Shipped 
to Illinois 
(Imports) 
Figure 8. Transport and Handling Locations 
3.3.1 On-Site Handling 
The distribution by cluster of the amount of waste 
handled on-site is shown in Figure 9 on the next page. This 
distribution is very similar to the map showing generation 
by cluster, since so much of Illinois' waste was handled 
on-site. The most common methods of handling waste at on-
site generators/TSDs are summarized in Figure 10. As might 
-be expected, the treatments involving large volumes of 
dilute wastes, such as tank treatment and underground injec-
tion, dominate the on-site treatment profile. 
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Figure 9. On-Site Handling Volumes by Cluster 
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Underground InJeetlon --
644,200 MT 
38% 
Tank Treatment --~~~~~: 
557,300 MT 
33% 
}~~-- Surfaee Impoundment Storage 
230,700 MT 
14% 
(M{:'mtrr--- Other Olsposal - 106,600 MT 
6% 
:~"I--- Other Treatments - 86,300 MT 
5% 
':::::';;;;'~t.-__ Other Storage - 70,700 MT 
4% 
Figure 10. Handling Methods at On-Site Illinois TSDS 
3.3.2 Off-Site Handling 
Besides the 235 generators who also handled their waste 
on-site, our data list 54 commercial treatment, storage, and 
disposal facilities in Illinois (some of these have the same 
name, but different EPA ID numbers). The largest commercial 
TSD facilities, and the amount of waste handled by each in 
1984, are listed in Table 4. 
Company City C1uater Metric Tons Handled 
CID Processing 11 Ca1u.et City 1L07 
Ch8lll-C lear .chicago 1L05 
CECDS International Zion IL01 
Envirite Harvey IL07 
Pfizer Eeet St. Louis IU~ 
Peoria Disposal 11 Peoria 11.33 
Environ_nta1 Wests Resources Coal City 1L22 
MetCeeson Envir08yat .. Dolton IL07 
Litho Strip Bridgeview 1L05 
Table 4. commercial TSDs Handling 
More than 10,000 Metric Tons per Year 
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138,381 
105,326 
)9,912 
22,981 
21,301 
21,037 
20,020 
12,011 
10,644 
.\ 
- _... ,. ,,' 
There are commercial TSDs located in 19 of the 
75 clusters in the state. The distribution by cluster of 
waste volume handled at commercial TSDs, including wastes 
imported into the state, is shown in Figure 11. The 
clusters with large handling volumes correspond to the loca-
tions of the large TSDs listed in Table 4. 
The most common methods of handling waste at commercial 
TSDs (including imports and Illinois waste shipped off-site 
to Illinois TSDs) are summarized in Figure 12. Note that. 
landfilling was the most common handling method identified 
in 1984 at commercial facilities. Also note that for almost 
one-third of the waste handled at commercial TSDs in 
Illinois, the handling method is an unspecified treatment, 
i.e., a treatment method other than tank treatment, surface 
impoundment, or incineration (specifics on these treatment.s 
are sometimes available in the comments section of the hard 
copies of the IEPA annual reports). 
Unspecified Treatments 
123.800 MT 
32% 
::::::\{\:~~~~~---- Landfill - 148.400 MT 
34% 
~+-- Incineration - 12.500 MT 
3% 
::;;:;:;::~+"+-- All Other - 11.800 MT 
3% 
~~~~----- Tank Treatment - 141.300 MT 
28% 
Figure 12. Handling Methods at Commercial TSDs, 
in Illinois (Includes Imports) 
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Figure 11. Off-Site Handling Volumes by Cluster 
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3.3.3 Landfills 
In 1984, there were four commercial and one on-site 
landfills in 5 clusters in Illinois (one of the commercial 
landfills also disposes of self-generated wastes on-site). 
The commercial landfills disposed of 148,400 metric tons of 
waste in 1984, 53,200 metric tons of which (36 percent) came 
from out-of-state generators. The on-site landfill and the 
commercial landfill which is also a generator disposed of 
59,400 metric tons of waste on-site. The locations of the 
Illinois land-based handlers, including landfills, are shown 
in Figure 13. The landfills and their volumes handled are 
detailed in Appendix C. 
In the wake of Love canal and other well-publicized 
Superfund sites, the American public is becoming more and 
more concerned about land disposal of hazardous wastes, 
especially in landfills. With the 1984 Hazardous and Solid 
Waste Amendments to RCRA, the U.S. Congress directed EPA to 
ban land disposal of untreated hazardous wastes. The state 
of Illinois has already instituted such a ban, which went 
into effect in January 1987, with case-by-case and blanket 
(e.g., all incinerator ash) exemptions allowed. This raises 
the question of what will be done with waste streams that 
were previously landfilled, which depends in part on what 
kinds of wastes these were. Some wastes, such as inciner-
ator ash, will still be able to be landfilled under the 
Illinois ban. The waste types landfilled in Illinois (at 
both commercial and on-site landfills) in 1984 are shown in 
Figure 14"the most common being K062, spent pickle liquor 
from steel finishing operations. Depending on generator 
location and available alternative treatments, currently 
landfilled wastes may either be switched to a different 
handling method or simply be shipped to an out-of-state 
landfill with the Illinois land disposal ban in effect. 
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Pigure 13. Land-Based Handler Locations 
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3% P1I. U •• and Other Ks - 6.500 MT 
3% 0001. 0002. and F001-F005 -7.700 MT 
13% K061 - 27.000 MT 
14% F006-F019 - 28.700 MT 
14% 0004-0017 - 29.200 MT 
26% Combination Wastes - 53.200 MT 
27% K062 - 55.500 MT 
Figure 14. Types of Wastes Landfilled 
3.3.4 Surface Impoundments 
Surface impoundments can be another form of land disp(:s.:t;" 
They may also be used for storage or treatment of hazardous 
wastes. For this analysis, we have grouped all surface 
impoundments together for two reasons. First, it is not always 
clear how the impoundment is actually being operated, espe-
cially at on-site treatment sites. For instance, a treatment 
impoundment may eventually be closed as a landfill with the 
residual sludges contained in it. Second, from a risk perspec-
tive, there may not be significant differences between the 
three types of impoundments. For example, an active impound-
ment that is leaching to ground water presents a threat no 
matter what kind of impoundment it is, as long as it is in 
continual use. There were 21 surface impoundments in Illinois 
in 1984: one used for disposal, ten for treatment, and ten for 
storage. The locations of these are shown in Figure 13 on 
page 31. A list of surface impoundments and the volumes 
-handled by each is included in Appendix c. 
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In 1984, 297,000 metric tons of waste were handled in 
surface impoundments in Illinois (all on-site). Of this, 
37,000 metric tons were in disposal impoundments (impound-
ments to be closed as landfills), 30,000 metric tons were 
treated in impoundments, and 230,000 metric tons were stored 
in surface impoundments. The distribution of RCRA waste 
types handled in these impoundments is shown in Figure 15. 
K048, dissolved air floatation float from petroleum refin-
ing, is the most common waste in impoundments. 
<1% Combination Wastes - 1,000 MT 
1% Fa, Pa, and Us - 2,800 MT 
2% Other Oa - 6,500 MT 
~iI--- 10% Other Ka - 29,700 MT 
31 III. 0002 - 91,600 MT 
56% K048 - 166,500 MT 
Figure 15. Types of Wastes in Surface Impoundments 
3.3.5 Underground Injection 
Underground injection is not now included in the 
Illinois land disposal ban, but may be restricted or banned 
in the future by u.S. EPA regulation. These wastes tend to 
be dilute and in large volumes. In 1984 in Illinois, four 
companies injected 675,000 metric tons of waste on-site. 
These injection locations are shown in Figure 13 on page 31. 
Almost half of the injected waste (49 percent) is classified 
as 0002, basic or corrosive wastes. Another 41 perc.ent of 
the injected waste is K032 (waste water sludge from chlor-
dane production). The vast majority of the rest is either 
0004 (EP toxic from arsenic) or K062 (spent pickle liquor 
from steel finishing). These facilities are listed in 
Appendix C. 
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3.3.6 Other Land-based Technoloqies 
TWo methods of handling hazardous wastes are considered 
here: land treatment (disposal) and waste piles (storage) 
facilities using these handling methods are listed in-
Appendix C. TWo petroleum companies treated 10,400 metric 
tons of waste on the land (on-site) in Illinois, along with 
a very small amount by a third company (in cluster ILOs). 
These wastes are almost all petroleum refining wastes 
(K048-KOs2) with an additional 246 metric tons of 0002 being 
land treated. 
In addition, 26,800 metric tons of waste were stored in 
waste piles on-site at 8 generator locations. These are 
shown in Figure 13 on page 31. Emission control dust/ 
sludge from steel production in electric furnaces, K06l, 
makes up 76 percent of this amount, with UOsl, off-spec or 
waste creosote, accounting for another 15 percent. The rest 
is EP toxic metal wastes (7 percent) and other wastes from 
specific sources in the manufacture of inorganic chemicals 
and petroleum refining. 
3.3.7 Incineration 
Incineration of hazardous wastes is often regarded as 
an attractive handling option to destroy organic wastes. 
In 1984, there were nine facilities, including boilers, that 
incinerate or burn 16,000 metric tons of hazardous waste in 
Illinois, of which 10,000 metric tons was imported into the 
state. Incineration or boiler facilities are listed in 
Table s. 
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Incinerated Incinerated Total 
On Site rro. orr Site Mltrie Tons 
CO!p8nY City C1U11ter < _tr ie tone) <_trie tone)l Incinented 
SeA Ch ... ie.1 Services ChiC8go Il05 11 .8,596 
Trade Nlete Incineration Sauget IL60 0 3,7U 
Olin Corp. Eaat Alton Il59 1,772 0 
344 t:brdove Ill5 1,022 0 
MIlrathan Oil Robinaon Il58 691 0 
Spaulding Fibre DeKalb Il19 0 176 
Noreh ... "'rria Il22 5 0 
General Elect r ie Mattoon tL51 4 0 
Savama Ar.y Depot Activity Savanna I1l4 .06 0 
--3,525 12,513 
1 Includes illPorts• 
Table S. Incinerators/Boilers in Illinois 
A summary of the waste types incinerated or burned in 
Illinois is shown in Figure 16. A more complete breakdown 
is given in Appendix C. Not surprisingly, almost half of 
the incinerated waste is 0001, characteristic waste 
described as ignitable. 
Combination Wa.te. --l#i44g; 
3,200 MT 
20'" 
~;.;..;.;;;l.~~r---- 0001 - 7,BOO MT 
49'" 
;~l--- 0002, P., 8nd U. - 400 MT 
3'" 
~~-- 0003 - 1,800 MT 
1" 
~~t.-___ 0004-0017 - , ,800 MT 
10'" 
..... -------- K. and F. - 1.200 MT 
7'" 
Figure 16. ~pes of wastes Incinerated 
3S 
8,627 
3,741 
1,772 
1,022 
691 
176 
5 
4 
.06 
16,038 
3.4 Imports and Exports 
There were 132,000 metric tons of waste imported into 
Illinois for handling from 714 generators in 33 different 
states. These wastes were shipped to 21 commercial 
facilities in Illinois. Almost half of this total came from 
generators in Indiana. Most of the rest came from other 
states bordering on Illinois (see Figure 17). 
Indiana 
Wisconsin 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
NY, NJ, and 
New England 
Nebraska 
Iowa 
Michigan 
Other 
o 
64.2 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Thousands of Metric Tons 
Figure 17. waste Import Sources 
In the 1986 Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization 
Act, Congress puts the burden on each state to show adequate 
handling capacity in order to quality for federal clean-up 
funds. Obviously, the imports and exports of hazardous 
wastes will affect and be affected by these capacity ques-
tions. In addition, state level regulations in any sending 
or receiving state, such as the Illinois land ban, will 
affect imports to and exports from Illinois. The types of 
wastes imported into the state are given in Figure 18. 
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5% P •• U •• and Other Ks 
5% F001-FOOS 
6% D002 and 0003 
9% K061 
10% K062 
10% F006-F019 
12% 0001 
15% 0004-0017 
28% Combination Wastes 
Figure 18. Types of Wastes Imported 
The handling of imported wastes is shown in Figure 19, 
the most common method for imports in 1984 being landfill. 
Imported wastes went to three of the four commercial land-
fills in the state. 
i ..... -~-- Tn Troatment - 38.700 MT 
·';·~C'«'H" ~% 
Figure 19. Handling of Imported Wastes 
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There were 143,500 metric tons of waste exported from 
631 generators in Illinois for handling at 135 different 
facilities in 30 states (not including wastes exported from 
small quantity generators). OVer 40 percent of this went to 
Indiana facilities (see Figure 20) and another 30 percent to 
Alabama (to the Chemical Waste Management facility in 
Emelle). 
70~----------------------------------------~ 
Thousands of 60 
MetriC Tons 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
o 
Indiana Alabama Wisconsin Kentucky OhiO Other 
Figure 20. Waste Export Destinations 
The types of wastes exported out of Illinois are outlined in 
Figure 21. 
1% F006-F019 
5% 0002 and 0003 
6% 0004-0017 
7% P,. U •• and Other Ks 
7% U129 
8% F001-FOOS 
14% 0001 
15'" POS9 
18% K062 
18'" Combination Wa.te. . 
Figure 21. Types of Wastes Exported 
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The imports and exports seem to be as much of a func-
tion of geography rather than available treatment capacity 
for the waste type. For instance, there are significant 
waste flows (both ways) between Indiana and the Chicago area 
and between the East St. Louis area and Missouri. Some 
wastes however, such as those going to Alabama, probably do 
not have economical treatments available for them in 
Illinois. Note that we can not answer these questions more 
directly because the handling methods are not contained in 
the annual reports for wastes shipped out of Illinois. 
3.S Flows 
The network of waste flows between clusters can provide 
important information about where handling facilities are 
available relative to the generators who produce the wastes 
eligible for each handling method. The largest cluster-to-
cluster flows for 1984 are shown in Figure 22. Note that 
these only include clusters with large shipments from one 
cluster to another. A cluster with a TSD who collects waste 
from several other clusters in smaller amounts, although the 
total volume handled may be large, will not show up on this 
network diagram. 
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Figure 22. Major Flows Between Clusters 
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL RESOLTS 
4.1 BASELINE 
Using the 1984 data on hazardous waste generation and 
handling provided by the Illinois HWRIC, we ran the Waste 
Planning Model for the baseline (current situation). The 
resul ting risks are presented below, with dominant wastes', 
pollutants, management strategies, and exposure routes 
highlighted and discussed in depth. 
Table 6 shows the baseline population incidence risks (over 70 years) for each exposure route and health effect. 
Please note that as explained in Section 2.6, the health 
risks presented here are conservative plausible upper-bound 
estimates. Moreover, these risks represent the incremental 
risk associated with hazardous waste activities. Finally, 
to offer some perspective, the population incidence numbers 
presented here (cases) occur across an exposed population of 
approximately 11 million people (total 1980 Illinois popula-
tion was 11.5 million). Most of the exposed population 
reside in Illinois, but some portion is across the state 
border, particularly in the Chicago and East St. Louis 
metropolitan areas. 
Almost all the air and groundwater risk is associated 
with cancer health effects. On the other hand, almost all 
the surface water risk is associated with the "other" health 
effects category. These effects are primarily hypertension 
(nus> 
Surf.ee Cro .... d 
.!U ~ ~ ~ 
C~r 1e 0.7 1.' • 10·) 19 
Renal 0 6 0 6 
TentogeniC • • 0 • 
Neurological 0 0.01 0 0.01 
Other • .1» 0 1» 
Tilt al 18 140 -;:;:-;0-) 158 
·L... th... 1 • 10-) 
Table 6. Baseline Risks Over 70 Years 
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and FEP (a mild blood disorder) effects from lead exposureS1 
the level of severity is not comparable to carcinogenic 
effects, for instance. It is also important to n.ote" that 
these "cases" are morbidity rather than mortality numbers 
(i.e., cases of disease rather than deaths). 
Almost all of the air risk is from drum and tank 
storage and comes from volatilization of organic chemicals 
due to spills, leaks, and transfer operations (see 
Table 7). 
(caaes over 70 years) 
Drum and Tank Storage: 
f001/DCH 6.7 
U210/PERC 2.4 
fOO1/TCE 2.1 
f002/DCM 1.7 
U080/DCH 1.2 
f001/PERC 0.8 
U228/TCE 0.8 
f001/TCA 0.7 
4044/chloroform 0.4 
f002/TCA 0.2 
U226/TCA 0.2 
All other pollutants 0.7 
All other Management Strategies 0.1 
Total 18.0 
Table 7. Major Air Risk Contributors 
Table 8 outlines the major contributors to risk from 
surface water exposures. The risk from tank treatment is 
from effluent discharge. 
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.'Hew 
(cases over 70 years) 
~ !!!!!& ~ 
'faste Piles: 
D008/Pb 0.3 
All other pollutents 
pH Adjustment (tank) : 
K062/Cr+6 0.4 6.1 126.9 
rOO1/Perc 0.2 
D004/AS 0.1 
D002/Pb 0.2 4.3 
f'006/Pb 0.7 l)003/Pb 0.7 
D008/Pb 0.3 
All other pollutants 0.1 
All Other Management Strategies 
Total 0.7 6.4 133.3 
Note: Blanks represent <0.1. 
Table 8. Major Surface Water Risk Contributors 
Table 9 breaks down the baseline cancer risk results by 
management strategy. 
The major contributor to cancer risk associated.with 
the handling of hazardous waste in the state is drum and 
tank storage. The release of pollutants from spills, leaks 
and transfer operations associated with the 152 metric tons 
in storage each day accounts for almost all of the estimated 
excess cancer risk. 
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(cases over 70 years) 
Surface Gro",d 
!!!. ~ Water 
-
Drum and Tank 1.79 E+l 0 1.36 E-3 
Storage 
Landfill 1.86 E-2 0 4.06 E-5 
Surfsce 0 0 0 
Impo",dment (084) 
Surface 3.85 E-6 3.37 E-9 0 
Impo",dment (T02) 
Surface 1.90 E-7 3.75 E-7 0 
Impoundment (S04) 
Waste Piles 3.29 E-4 1.75 E-2 0 
UIe 3.28 E-8 0 7.23 E-7 
Liquid Injection 1.36 E-2 0 0 
Incineration 
Rotary Kiln 7.91 E-2 0 0 
Incineration 
PH Adjustment 0 
(Tank) 7.16 E-l 3.38 E-5 
TOTAL 1.80 E+l 7.34 E-l 1.43 E-3 
Table 9. Baseline Cancer Risks by Management strategy 
,. 
Table 10 shows the quantity of waste handled by each of 
10 handling methods evaluated by the Waste Planning Model 
(see Appendix A for definition of size categories). Note 
that we have grouped handling methods together in several 
places (e.g., most forms of aqueous treatment are included in 
the pH adjustment category). The annual costs of handling 
the waste is also shown in the table. A total of $598 mil-
lion (1985 dollars) is associated with the handling of the 
two million metric tons of hazardous waste generated in 
Illinois. Transportation costs are estimated to be $1.9 mil-
lion per year (figured at $0.2 per mile). The number of 
accidents associated with the transportation of this waste is 
estimated to be 0.12 accidents per year. 
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(daily) 
On-Site racilities Off-Site racilities 
~ ~ !!!!.!. ~ .!.2l!!.. 
orUII and tank storage MT 0 120 0 32 152 
S 0 12,445 0 3,356 15,801 
Surface Impoundment HT 0 100.6 0 0 100.6 
(084) S 0 10,155 0 0 '-0,155 
Waste Piles HT 13.5 0 
° 
0 73.5 
S 53,350 0 0 0 53,350 
Liquid Inject ion HT .097 1.89 0.51 1.147 3.6 
Incineration S 19.4 189 102 115 425 
Rotary Kiln HT 5 2.7 9.3 23.3 37.6 
Incineration S 1,501 400 2,788 3,499 8,188 
pH adjustment HT 7 1,665 5 720 2,397 
S 4,006 474,072 1,427 205,105 684,610 
UIe HT 1,765 0 0 0 1,765 
S 511,805 0 0 0 511,805 
Landfill HT 191 0 407 0 598 
S 98,970 0 81,308 0 180,278 
Surface Impoundment HT 81.5 0 0 0 81.5 
(T02) S 87,791 0 0 0 87,791 
Surface Impoundment HT 21.2 611 0 0 632 
(S04) S 22,883 61,646 0 0 84,529 
TOTAL ANNUAL VOLUME· HT 782.8 912.9 153.8 28'.7 2,145 
(Thousands) 
TOTAL ANNUAL COST· S 284.8 204.0 31.3 77.4 597.5 
(Millions ) 
*Totals may not add due to rounding. 
Table 10. Baseline Costs and Volumes Handled 
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4.2 MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS 
In addition to the baseline, we have used the model to 
simulate four alternative management scenarios--aban on UIC, 
two land disposal bans, and the establishment of a metal 
recovery facility. A description of these scenarios,' along 
with the results for each and comparisons to the baseline, 
are discussed below. 
4.2.1 Underground Injection Ban 
In order to simulate the human health changes that would 
be associated with a ban on the injection of hazardous waste 
in Illinois, we have rerun the Waste Planning model switching 
all wastes reported as injected to on-site aqueous treatment. 
The on-site aqueous treatment is modelled as pH adjustment. 
Please note that we have characterized the injected waste 
based on actual test results of wastes injected in Illinois. 
This scenario results in 1,003 metric tons per day being 
switched from injection to aqueous treatment and a slight 
(0.6 percent) decrease in total costs expended across the 
state. A slight increase in health risk results from the 
increased emissions to surface water. Note that there is no 
apparent decrease in air or groundwater risks because the 
injection of wastes in the baseline showed these risks to be 
on the order of E-8 (see Table 9). There is also no change 
in transportation risk (all injection was on-site; all 
aqueous treatment is assumed on-site). 
(cases) 
Surface Ground 
M!:. ~ ~ .!2ll!. 
Cancer 18.0 6 1.4 x 10-) 24 
Renal 0 6 0 6 
Teratogenic • • 0 • 
Neurological 0 .01 0 .01 
Other • 1)) 0 1)) 
-Total 18 146 1.4 lC 10-) 164 
·less than 1 x 10-) 
Table 11. UIC Ban Risks Over 70 Years 
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4.2.2 Land Ban I 
Under the land ban scenarios examined, certain va"stes 
were excluded from disposal on or in the land. Under the 
first land ban scenario examined, 0001 through 0009, 
F006 and K06l wastes were excluded from land disposal. 
These wastes were switched to a variety of handling methods 
based on the other methods currently used for the wastes in 
question. Specifically, 625 tons per day of wastes vas 
shifted from landfill and surface impoundments to aqueous 
treatment and incineration. The human health impact of 
these switches is shown in Table 12: significant increase 
in the risks from surface water. A slight (0.8 percent) 
decrease in management costs also results. Transportation 
risk increases 8 percent to 0.13 accidents per year; 
transportation costs increase to $2.0 million per year. 
(cases) 
Surface Grol.nd 
&t ~ Water ~ 
Cancer 18 0.8 1 •• x 10-3 19 
Renal 0 10.1 0 10 
-3 
2 x 10-3 Teratogenic tt 2 x 10 0 
Neurological 0 0.2 0 .02 
Other tt 169 0 169 
Total 18 180 1.4 x 10-3 198 
ttless than 1 x 10-3 
Table 12. Land Ban I Risks Over 70 Years 
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4.2.3 Land Ban II 
The second land ban scenario examined excluded two 
additional wastes from land disposal: K048 and KOS1. As 
shown in Table 13, the risk changes are insignifican~ 
despite the switching of an additional 550 metric tons per 
day versus the Land Ban I. This is primarily due to the 
fact that the additional K wastes examined under this sce-
nario contain metals which do not volatilize (chromium, 
lead). As a result, little risk is associated with these· 
wastes in the baseline (and therefore there is little risk 
to be shifted when land disposal is banned). Costs, how-
ever, increase approximately 5 percent. Transportation 
costs and accidents are the same as under the Land Ban I 
scenario. 
(cases) 
Surface Ground 
~ !!t!!. !!t!!. ~ 
Cancer 18 0.8 1.4 x 10-3 19 
Renal 0 10.1 0 10 
Teratogenic * 2 x 10-3 0 2 x 10-3 
Neurological 0 .02 0 .02 
Other * 169 0 169 
Total 18 180 1.4 x 10-3 198 
*Less than 1 x 10-3 
Table 13. Land Ban II Risks Over 70 Years 
4.2.4 Central Metals Recovery Facility 
We also simulated the impact of ~,central metals 
recovery facility. The faciU. iti: modeled based on the 
description contained in Feas lity of a Central Recovery 
Facility for The Metal Finishing Industry in Cook County 
(Illinois ENR, November, 1986). The facility is assumed to 
'recover 98 percent of the metals contained in various 
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metal-containing sludges (F006, F007, F008, and F009): the 
unrecovered metals are discharged to surface water. We have 
located the hypothetical facility in Cluster IL04 (just west 
of Chicago) and assumed it accepts wastes from Clusters ILOl 
to IL09, IL19, and IL20 (see Figure 3). 
Using these assumptions, a total of only 26.2 metric 
tons are processed by the central recovery facility 
annually. This small shift results in no distinguishable 
change from the baseline human health risks and a slight 
increase in transportation accidents and cost 
(0.8 percent). 
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CBAP'l'ER 5. RECOMMENDATIONS POR FUTURE WORK 
The study presented here has examined the baseline 
situation in Illinois and attempted to provide some insight 
into the impact of planned or potential changes in the cur-
rent pattern of hazardous waste generation and disposal. 
There are several areas where future work would improve our 
estimation of effects and our understanding of the key fac-
tors involved in the determination of impacts. These areas 
are each described below: 
• Incorporate 1985 data. This would be a key 
improvement. Basic data comparisons could be 
carried out to examine trends in generation, 
handling, and disposal. More up-to-date risk and 
cost estimates would also be possible. This would 
also provide IHWRIC with an excellent way to learn 
to use the Waste Planning Model. 
• Improve waste composition data. At present, the 
model uses one characterization for each RCRA 
waste code. The characterization is based on 
national analyses of wastes. The characteriza-
tions could be improved by using actual Illinois-
based monitoring data for large-volume or high-
risk wastes (such as was done for the injected 
wastes in this study). Another more complicated 
option would be to allow multiple characteriza-
tions for certain RCRA waste streams: the 
characterization could be matched to specific 
generators. 
• Im~rove cost data. By contacting generators and 
maJor handlers of Illinois waste, more specific 
cost estimates could be developed. This would be 
a straightforward task which would serve to tailor 
the Waste Planning Model and its output more to 
the Illinois situation. 
• Expand analysis of scenarios presented here. In 
general, the scenarios examined here did not have 
a big impact on risk or cost because the sce-
narios, which were selected early in the study, 
did not in fact target what turned out to be large 
quantities of waste or risk. The Land Ban and 
Central Recovery Facilities could both be improved 
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by expanding the waste codes and geographic areas 
considered in the analysis. For example, by 
expanding the geographic area served by the Cen-
tral Recovery Facility to the entire state, a much 
greater quantity of waste would be handled and 
more meaningful results would be obtained. 
• Simulate other waste management scenarios. Any 
waste management policy or regulation that can be 
translated into changes in generation or disposal 
practices, location, or costs can be evaluated in 
the model in terms of human health impact, trans-
portation effects, and cost. Some interesting 
candidates for examination include assessing the 
impact of the change to the TCLP method to deter-
mine whether or not a waste is hazardous and 
assessing the impact of a major new incinerator. 
• Expand release, fate and transport model. Release 
routes; release mechanisms and models, and fate 
and transport models are based on previous 
u.S. EPA work, but are not all inclusive. For 
instance, addition of a surface water exposure 
route for surface impoundments and a fate and 
transport model for lake water might be useful 
additions to improve the analysis for Illinois. 
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Exhibit A-I 
WASTE CGMP8SITIOIIS FOR D, F, 
., I WASTE COI£S 
HEAT 
mCTlIII CDIITEliT PflLLUTAIIT flKTlIII P1ILLUTMIT mCTIIII Pfil.LUTMIT FRKTlIII PflLLUTMIT FRAtTlIII P1ILLUTMIT FMCTlIII 
IIISTE .. TER lUllS) I IF IlASTE 2 IF IIISTE l IF IlASTE 4 If illiTE , If illiTE 
1000 0.00 0 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
DVOI 0.70 20..,5 "-t~,1 Ethyl I.t .. 0.57:50 l1li1111 O.~ Iyl"'., .. ,~-... 0.0726 Iltr.lIl_ 0.02$0 TIl_ '.0342 
D002 '.14 o CllrOlI .. YI 0.0000l0 lDl_ 0.0000$ LH4I 0.0004 0.0000 ... 000 
OOOl 0.010 mCII'HI .. YI '.000001 Lid 0.00499 CaN" 0.0000 IIU.I '.0000 0.0000 
0004 0." tar_it '.000100 0.00000 0.1000 0.0000 '.0000 
000$ •• 34 .lirl. 0.00_ 0.00000 •• 0000 '.0000 '.0000 
000lo 0.20 
• CHell. 0.000020 0.00000 0.0000 '.1000 t.OOOO D007 0.44 o ChrHl. YI '.00007. 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 "'000 
0000 0." o L ••• 0.ooooa7 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
*' 
t.91 
• "-,ell" 0.000004 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1010 0.00 o SeIIAI .. 0.000100 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
0011 0.01 o Silo" O.OOOSOO 0.00000 '.00011 '.0000 '.0000 
1012 0.90 :1000 EI'nn 0.000020 0.<10000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
001l 0.10 
• LindM. 0.000040 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 ... 000 
1014 '.10 :1000 IIIthondl III' 0.000010 0.00000 0.0000 t.OOOO t.OOOO 
0015 '.10 o TOII.h_ 0.000050 0.00000 •• 0000 t.OOOO 0.0000 
001. 0.91 o "-,ctr, 0.000004 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0017 0.00 o Silo .. , 2,4.5-TP '.DOOIOO 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
0011 0.10 0 t.OOOOOO 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
001t 0.00 • 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 '.000II 0.0000 DOIIl 0.00 0 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
Dill '.00 • 0.000000 0.0000II 0.0000 '.0000 '.0000 FOOl '.90 10I0l7 Trie.lorDllh,llft. 0.150000 TridlarDlU_,H-I- 0.1:5000 Die.lorOllO ... 0.1500 Tttr.e~larDlU,I_ '.1500 '.0000 
F002 ... , 4405 Trie'lIll'Dllhw,I-I-I- '.OllSOll IlnlarOllI ... 0.0~:50 C11larOO"'IH' 0.01:50 TttrKhlarott' ... ,I-I-I- 0.02" TttrK"artft .... ,I-I-2- '.oz.e 
FOOl 0 •• 9 11125 hlll'.'-,,-,o- 0.250000 0.00000 0.000II 0.0000 '.0000 
FOO4 1.00 24700 Iltr ... I_ 0.500000 0.<10000 0.000II 0.0000 0.0000 
FOGS 0.12 2774~ TDiu"" 0.110000 1111',1 EI"I Itt_ O.lIuOO 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
FOOl 0.010 o hMI'H lOS 0.001115 CWOIIIII VI 0.00045 C.UI. 0.002l Lttd O.oool Ile •• 1 '.0024 
F007 0.05 o C.UI .. 0.001000 c..,., 0.00140 C"II'H lOS 0.0001 CWOIIIII VI 0.0017 lie •• 1 '.01:50 
FOOl 0.05 o COl'" 0.0009SS brOil III VI 0.00034 CUI ... 0.DOO2 LIB '.0002 lIe'll '.0019 
F~ 0.05 o Cldlllll 0.001000 tIwtr 0.0014U CUll," IllS 0.0001 CWOlilll VI '.0017 Ile •• 1 '.01:50 
FOIO 0.20 2300 CYMI'H IllS O.~ 0.00000 0.0000 '.0000 0.0000 
FOil 0.00 o C'Ift"H a 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 '.0000 0.0000 
FOl2 0.02 11000 Cun"H lOS 0.0171100 0.00000 •• 0000 0.0000 0.0000 
FOil 0.00 o CVM"H lOS '.000000 '.00000 '.0000 '.0000 '.0000 
F~15 0.10 o Cunl'H lOS ,-a_ 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
FOl7 0.10 o CYII"'n IIOS '.10000II 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
FOil 0.10 0 0.100000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
F019 0.10 100 Cnll'n_ '._01._" 0.00001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
FOll 0.00 0 MIIOOIIt 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
FOIIl 0.00 0 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1001 0.40 1m2 ' .. tldlor ..... 1 '.000$1. k .... I~ 0.00020 CW,_ 0.0001 '.0000 0.0000 
1002 0.10 o LIB 0.DOO7" CWOlIM VI 0.00216 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
KOOl 0.00 0 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
1004 0.00 0 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 '.0000 
1005 0.00 0 O.oootot 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1011 •• 00 0 0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1011 UII • 0." 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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(Continued) 
lEAl 
IUl:TlIl ClllTE.1 PaLUIAilI FlaCTlIl PaUIIAILI RAtTlIl taLut .. I rucTlIl taLut .. I ,.1111 taLIITIII' ,.1111 
IASIE _TER tl~/Kii I • IlASIE 2 • 1AS1£ J • 1lAS1£ 4 • IISl£ 5 • lISlE 
1014 '.00 1.100000 '.M(IOO ... 000 u. ... 000 
1015 1.00 2IOQO I'ic.I .......... ,I-2+ '.MOOOO IlIlIC.I .. IIIIII .... '.M(IOO 101_ u. ,,-,,1 CIoI .. i .. ...000 .. tOOO 
101' '.00 0 '.I0000<I '.oeooo ... 000 '.tOOO "'000 
1011 0.10 0 '.000(I00 '.tooOO ... 000 u • '.tOOO 
rOIl 1.00 MO .i'_I ........ I, 1·2· '.011000 1It' .. c.I .......... •• ome liIIanl ........... '.0215 l'ic'I ...... yl ... '.1J2O u. 
101' '.00 0 '.000000 '.00000 1.0000 •• 1000 '.1000 
1020 1.00 .lOO V.nl Dlhn .. '.002000 Irt,.dlar".'.I.I·I·I· '.11500 lidl ..... _, 1-2- 1.2420 I'icaJ .. ..u...I·I·I· '.2121 Iltral .. ott .... H+ '.1050 
r022 '.00 0 '.000000 '.1000(I "'000 '.tOOO "'000 
1023 0.00 0 0.1OOolOO '.tooOO '.1000 '.1000 '.1000 
1021 '.00 0 '.I1l0000 '.00000 '.tHO '.tOOO '.tOOO 
&OJO 1.00 .lOt lIt.it.I ...... 1I1I1 0.2OtotO Irtu'.I ......... I·I·I· O.I"~ lillte" ............ '.llIO Irt'tcaJ .......... 1-I-2· '.1465 '.tOOO 
1m 0.03 650 IItmhlorocytlIDtnl .... '.001000 '.00000 '.1000 '.1000 u. 
1034 .... JOOO IItm_larocytl .... l .. i. '.247000 ..... 00 "'000 •• 1000 '.1000 
1m 0.15 1200 DiUR.olI ,2 '.100010 I .... U·2-l-c'I''' •• ...... IFI •• I ..... • .... 1 l1li.111,,, •• .... 1 1III •• 'IfI ...... • ... 1 
5.6IlIIlhrlCf 
10lS 0.15 1200 .. ,lhllO' '.100010 eM,,", •• 00001 ...... 1 .. 1 ... '.1020 .... ,*1 ..... _ ' •• 10 '.1000 
1044 0.06 400 '.0Q5600 •• 00000 ...... '.tOOO 6.1000 
1045 1.00 UOOO T,ia.lnl.I_.2-4 .. • '.OllSOO '.00009 ... 00II '.1000 '.1000 
11146 •• 0. 400 Ltll '.005000 '.tooOO '.1000 ...... '.1000 
1041 0.22 o ',ml,olll_,2·4·,· 0.0001311 t.ll0000 •• 1000 '.1000 '.1000 
1041 0.21 5433 DI,., .. VI •• ooooot Ltd '.00000 ... 000 '.1000 '.1000 
104' .. ~ 20000 L.d "'00003 eM •• 1II VI '.01001 •• 1000 ..... '.1000 
10~ '.n 2000 CII'Dt, .. VI 1.000010 Lttf '.00003 '.1000 ...... '.1000 
rosl 0.37 1000 ClIrOiIl. V I '.I00004 LN' '.0000I '.1000 '.1000 '.1000 
rOS2 1.51 35CIO !:brDII .. VI '.I00001 Lttf O.OOhl '.1000 '.1000 u. 
1061 0.50 o Cdll .. '.000161 CIIr.,. VI '.00h4 Ltd '.0024 '.1000 '.1000 
r~62 •• 20 o e .... OIlIll VI '.000142 Ltd 0.00151 '.0000 '.tOOO '.1000 
1064 1.00 1000 Lt" '.000000 •• 00000 '.1000 '.tOOO '.1000 
'''' 
1.00 1000 Ltd '.000000 0.I10000 •• 1000 •• 1000 '.1000 
1!li7 1.00 1000 Ltd '.000000 0.00000 '.0000 '.1000 '.1000 
1061 1.00 1000 L.d 0.000(I00 '.00II00 ... 000 ... 100 '.1000 
106' •• 25 o tlllI •• O.OOOOIS "".illl VI '.00001 LN' 1.Ol.l0 '.1000 '.1000 
1071 '.10 o 11ft,." '.000160 0.10000 •• 1000 '.1000 '.1000 
1011 1.00 2600 CIIlarotor. '.740000 c.r .. 1,1''''1 ..... '.11000 '.0000 •• 1000 '.0010 
lO1, '.00 0 '.000000 '.00000 '.1000 ...... '.1000 
1012 0.00 • '.000600 0.00000 '.1000 •• 1000 '.1000 lOll .... ~.il'''''I.' '.022000 II1II", 0.0$100) Alili •• .... ,0 •• 1000 '.1000 
rOl5 1.00 14000 lItu,'laralltUlIIt '.100000 '.otOOO '.1000 '.1OOt '.1000 
1016 '.07 
• LH' '.0lI0160 CIIr.'1II VI '.00015 1.1_. ... 001 '.1000 •• 1000 1011 1.00 • .., ••• 11It '.150000 "'"I '.10110 ... 000 '.I0I0 '.1000 
1011 0.00 0 '.000000 0.00000 '.1000 •• 1000 •• 1OOt 
J091 '.0Il 0 '.000000 '.1000I) ... 000 '.IMO '.1000 
1093 '.00 0 ... 00000 0.000t0 '.1000 '.IMO •• 1000 
k09. '.00 0 '.000I00 •• 000t0 ..0000 '.0010 '.1000 
llOO 0.00 0 '.000000 0.000t0 •• toto '.1OOt ...... 
1101 0.00 0 .. ~ '.000t0 '.1000 ...... ... 000 
1102 •• 00 • '.000000 '.1OotO •• 1000 ...... '.toto 110. '.57 
• 11ft,." 1.021000 '.00000 '.IMO '.1000 '.1000 
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Exhibit A-2 
WASTE CDMPOSITIONS FOR 
IN.ECTED WASTES 
(fro. ~itoring report.) 
fRACTlIIII 
Of MASTE 
PlILLUTAliT 
l 
fRACTlIIII 
Of MAST( 
PtlLUTAIIT 
4 
•• 00001200 eMbOlI Tttm~lori" 
0.0000000$ £MOl ... VI 
0.00000500 lick.1 
0.00000042 HnlChloroc,tlIIIIHtadiH' 0.00000136 ~Iord_ 
0.00000004 TttrKhlorDtthlH. O.~ tick.1 
0.00003760 DichlorDDlth_ 
0.00000800 LN' 0.00000020 eo.,., 
0.00000029 C.,_. T.trKhlor." 0.00000190 Tri' ..... f1 __ 0111 
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[Khibn A ... 
PaLLUT ANTS WITIItUT EAt TM SCORES 
POLLUTANT 
l-(o-chlorophenyl)thiour 
l-chloro-2,3-epoxypropan 
2,4-D 
2-Hydroxy-2-methyl Propa 
5-(Aminomethyl)-3-Isoxaz 
5-Nitro-o-toluidine 
Acenaphthene 
Acetaldehyde 
Acetone 
Acetonitrile 
Acetophenone 
Acetyl Chloride 
Acetylaminofluorene,2-
Acrolein 
Acrylamide 
Acrylic Acid 
Aldicarb 
Allyl Alcohol 
Aluminum Phosphide 
Amino-anthraquinone, 2-
Ammonium Picrate 
Aniline 
Arsenic Acid 
Arsenic Pentoxide 
Arsenic Trioxide 
Asbestos 
Barium 
Benz[c]acridine 
Benzalchloride 
Benzenesulfonyl Chloride 
Benzidine 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 
Benzoquinone,p-
Benzyl Chloride 
Bis(chloromethyl)ether 
Bromine Cyanide 
Bromoacetone 
Calcium Chromate 
Calcium Cyanide 
Carbamimidoselenoic Acid 
Carbon Disulfide 
Carbonyl Chloride 
Chloracetaldehyde 
Chlorambucil 
Chloroaniline, p-,o-,m-
Chlorobenzene 
Chloromethane 
Chloronapthalene,B-
Chlorophenol ,0-
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POLLUTANT 
Chrysene 
Copper 
Copper Cyanide 
Creosote 
Cresols 
Crotonaldehyde 
Cumene 
Cyanides NOS 
Cyclohexane 
Cyclohexanone 
DDD 
DDT 
Di-N-octyl Phthalate 
Dibenzo(1,2 
5,6)anthrace 
Dibromo-3-chloropropane, 
Dibutyl Phthalate 
Dichlorobenzidene, 3-3'-
Dichlorodifluoromethane 
Dichloroethyl Ether 
Dichloroethylene, 1-1-
Dichloroethylene, 1-2-
Dichlorophenol, 2-6-
Dichlorophenol,2-4-
Dieldrin 
Diethyl Phthlate 
Diethyl-p-nitrophenyl ph 
Diisopropyl Fluorophosph 
Dimethoate 
Dimethyl Phthalate 
Dimethyl Sulfate 
Dimethylamine 
Dimethylhydrazine, 1-2-
Dimethylhydrazine,l-l-
Dimethylnitrosamine 
Dinitro-o-cresol, 4-6-
Dinitro-o-cresol, 4-6-
Dinitrophenol, 2-4-
D1nitrotoluene. 2-4-
Dinitrotoluene, 2-6-
Dinoseb 
Dioxane, 1-4-
Diphenyl Hydrazine. 1-2-
D1sulfoton 
Edothall 
Endosulfan 
Endrin 
Ethyl Acetate 
Ethyl Acrylate 
Exhibit ~ 
(Continued) 
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POLLUTANT 
Ethyl Carbamate 
Ethyl Ether 
Ethylene Diamine 
Ethylene Thiourea 
Ethylenebis(dithiocarbam 
Ethylmethacrylate 
Ethylmethanesulfonate 
Fluoracetamide,2-
Fluoranthene 
Formaldehyde 
Formic Acid 
Fufural 
Furancarboxaldehyde, 2-
Glycidylaldehyde 
Hexachlorobenzene 
Hexachlorobutadiene 
Hexachlorocyclohexane 
Hexachlorocyclopentadien 
Hexachloroethane 
Hexachlorophene 
Hydrazine 
Hydrocyanic Acid 
Hydrogen Sulfide 
Hydrogen flouride 
Hydroxydimethylarsine 
Indeno(1-2-3-cd)pyrene 
Isobutyl Alcohol 
Lead Acetate 
Lead Phosphate 
Maleic Anhydride 
Maleic Hydrazide 
Methane, iodo-
Methanol 
Methomyl 
Methoxychlor 
Methyl Chlorocarbonate 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone Pero 
Methyl Hydrazine 
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 
Methyl Isocyanate 
Methyl Methacrylate 
Methyl Parathion 
Hethylenebis(2-chloroani 
Methythiourac1l 
N-(aminothioxomethyl)ace 
N-Nitroso-N_methylurea 
Naphthylamine,2-
Napthalene 
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POLLUTANT 
Napthoquinone,1-4-
Nickel Carbonyl 
Nicotine And salts (can' 
Nitric Oxide 
Nitroaniline,p-
Nitrobenzene 
Nitrogen Dioxide 
Nitroglycerine 
Nitrophenol,p-
Nitropropane,2-
Nitrosodiethanolamine,n-
O,O-Diethyl O-pyrazinyl 
O,O-Diethyl-S-methyl-dit 
Osmium Tetroxide 
Parathion 
Pentachloroethane 
Pentachloronitrobenzene 
Pentachlorophenol 
Pentadiene,1-3-
Phenacetin 
Phenol 
Phenylmercuric Acetate 
Phorate 
Phthalic Anhydride 
Picoline,2-
Potassium Cyanide 
Potassium Silver Cyanide 
Propane Nitrile 
Propanediol,1-2-
Propargyl alcohol 
Propylamine,n-
Pyradinamine,4-
Pyridine 
Resorcinol 
Selenious Acid 
Selenium Disulfide 
Silver 
Silver Cyanide 
Silvex, 2,4,5-TP 
Sodium Azide 
Sodium Cyanide 
Strychnine and Salts 
Tetrachlorobenzene,1-2-4 
Tetrachloroethane, 1-1-1-
Tetrachloroethane, 1-1-2-
Tetraethyl Lead 
Tetrahydrofuran 
Thallium Chloride 
Thallium Sulfate 
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POLLUTANT 
Thioacetamide 
Thiofanox 
Thiophenol 
Thiourea 
Thiram 
Toluene HYdrochloride,o-
Toluene-2,4-Diisocyanate 
Toluene-2,4-diamene 
Trichlorobenzene,1-2-4-
Trichlorofluoromethane 
Trichloromethanethiol 
Trichlorophenol, 2-4-5-
Trichlorophenoxyacetic A 
Trinitrobenzene, sym-
Trinitrotoluene, 2-4-6-
Tris(2,3-dibromopropyl)p 
Trypan Blue 
Uracil Mustard 
Vanadic Acid 
Vanadium Pentoxide 
Warfarin 
Zinc Cyanide 
Zinc Phosphide 
Acenaphthalene 
Benzotrichloride 
Hethapyrilene 
2-Picoline 
~--------------------------
Exhibit M 
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Exhibit A-S 
UNIT COSTS BY IWWiEMENT tETIIDS 
SIII811 On-S ite large On-Site Small Off-Site large" Off-Site 
Drum and Tank Storage SO.40/ga1 $ 0.40/ga1 $ 0.40/ga1 $ 0.40/ga1 
Surface Impoundment •• 16/gal 0.39/ga1 O. )9/gal 0.)9/ga1 
Waste Pile $726/m ton $51.62/111 ton $51. 62/111 ton $51.62/. ton 
liquid Injection Incineration 200/m ton 100/111 ton 200/111 ton 100/. ton 
Rotary Kiln Incineration )00/. ton 150/111 ton )oO/m ton 150/. ton 
-
pH Adjustlll8nt $2.20/ga1 $ 1.10/ga1 $ 1.1O/ga1 $ 1.10/ga1 
Distillation 2.29/ga1 2. 29/ga1 1.1O/gal 1.1O/ga1 
Stabi1ization!Fixation 0.81/gal 0.7./ga1 0.74/ga1 0.74/ga1 
Biological Treatment 1.05/gal 0.63/gal 1.1O/ga1 1.10/ga1 
Underground Injection $290/m ton $145/111 ton $145/111 ton $145/. ton 
landfill 517/111 ton 50/m ton 200/m ton 175/. ton 
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Exbibit A-6 
SIDE DEfINITIONS BY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Small Large 
Drum and Tank Storage N/A N/A 
Surface Impoundment 24,436 gal/yr 811 gal/yr 
Waste Pile 72 m-tons 3,400 m-tons 
Liquid Injection Incineration (5,000 BTU/lb !!.5,000 BTU/lb 
Rotary Kiln Incineration (5,000 BTU/lb !!.5,000 BTU/lb 
pH Adjustment (480 gal/day >480 gal/dey 
Distillation N/A N/A 
Stabilization/Fixation (200 gal/day >200 gal/day 
Biological Treatment l .... O 5 HGO 
Underground Injection N/A N/A 
Landfill 500 MT/yr 60,000 HT/yr 
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IltE'TE'ORO,-OGY 
One C 41HhiH,-
average .!'Iit·;. 
Exhibit I-I 
All [N'IIONMENT DESCII'TION 
~fon.entt afternoon .ixing height 1200 •• tere, 
-«~p.r.tur$ 280 degree. Kelvin. 
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Exhibit B-2 
SR="AIJ: IAlEI ENWIIllllENTS 
SURFACE WATER 
--Small Coldwater Stream. Low flow less than 100 cubic feet per 
second, mean total suspended solids greater than 100 mg/l, minimum 
temperature than 25 degrees Celsius. 
--Medium Coldwater Stream. Low flow between 100 and 1,000 cubic feet 
per second, mean total suspended solids greater than 100 mg/l, mini-
mum temperature less than 25 degrees Celsius. 
--Large Coldwater Stream. Low flow greater than 1,000 cubic feet per 
second, mean total suspended solids less than 25 mg/l, minimum 
temperature less than 25 degrees Celsius. 
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Exhibit B-1 
GRIlN) WAlER ENVIRlN4ENTS 
On the Assianment of 
Hydroaeoloaic Settings and Flow Fields 
to Clusters 
Stratis G. Vomvoris 
The state of Illinois has a very strona and active . 
Geoloaical Survey and extensive studies of the subsurface 
water activities have been undertaken (a small sample was 
provided for this study). Unfortunately, most of these 
publications, bein, State Survey ones, can not be found 
easily in libraries outside the state of Illinois. Based on 
the references provided by Ms. Hulse, Walton's book and a 
few references found in our library the followina questions 
were asked in order to assian hydroleolo,ic sett1n,(s) to a 
cluster: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
How many aquifers were present? 
Are they shallow or deep? 
If multiple aquifers, which is the primary 
what is the direction of the leakage? 
one and 
The detailed information about some of the sites shows that 
there is a tremendous variability and . therefore. the 
generalization of the.characteristics of a local system to 
the size of a cluster could be questionable. The results 
should be used with a lot of caution. 
In terms of velocity characterization I could not find much 
information Otl head gradients. Natural gradients do not 
exist in mo.~ ilac •• since the Illinois groundwater system 
is extensively developed. The velocity fields chosen are 
more or less educated guesses. 
For some of the work you are doing you might want to study 
further the information in Reference 3 [Berg et al, 1984]. 
As a concluding remark let me mention again that the results 
should be used with extreme caution and be considered as 
preliminary indications of what might be happening at a 
specific cluster. 
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ILLINOIS 
Clu.:tll: B~d;r;:g8Iglg81~ SI:t:t1D8 flg!! 1111d hi 1 1,2,7,8 C.D.E.! 1 
'2 1,2,7,8 C,D.E,I 1 3 3,.,8 F, ! 1,5 4 3,4,8 F. I 1,5 5 3.4,7,8 B,C,F.I 1,6 6 3.4,8 B,C,F.I 1.5 7 3.4.7,8 B.C,F,! 1..6 8 .. 3,4.8 B,C,F,I 1 9 1.2.7,8 C.D.E.I 1 10 1.2,7.8 C.D,E.I 1 11 3,4,7,8 F, I 2 12 3,4,7,8 F. I 2 13 3.4.7.8 F, I 2 14 3,4,7,8 F. I 2 15 1.2.3,4 B,C.D.E.F 3 16 1,2 A,B,C,D.E 2 17 3,4,7,8 F. I 2 18 1,2,7,8 C,D.E.! 1 19 1.2.7,8 C,D.E.I 1 20 2 A.B.C 1 21 1.2.3,4 A.B.C,D.E 100 22 1.2 A.B.C.D.E 1 23 3.4.8 F, I 1 24 1.2,3.4 A.B.C.D.E,F 100 25 3 , 4 F 1 26 1.2.3.4 A,B.C.D.E.F 100 27 1.2.3.4 A.B.C,D.E.F 100 28 1.2,3.4 A.B.C.D.E,F 100 29 1.2.3.4 A.B.C,D,E.F 2.101 30 1,2.3.4 A,B,C,D.E,F 2.101 31 1.2.3.4 A,B.C.D.E.F 2.101 32 3 F 1 33 1.4 B,C.D.E.F 1 34 1.2 B,C.D.E '. c:. 35 3.4 F 2 36 1,4 B,D.E.F 1 37 1. 2'. 3 I 4 B,D,E,F 2 38 3 , 4 A,' 2 39 3.4 ... 11)0 ,~", 40 3.4 lOu 41 3.4 
42 3,4 ~' ." . 
.:. 43 1.2 B.C.D.E 100 44 1.2 B.C.D.E 100 45 1.2.3.4 B.C.D.E.F 100 46 3.4 F 1 47 1.2 B.C.D.E 1.7 48 1.2 B,C.D.E 1.7 49 1.2 B.C.D.E 1. 7 50 3,4 , 2.1 51 1.2 A.B.C 1 
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52 1,2 A,B.C 100 
53 1,2 B.C.D,E 1 
54 1,2 B,C,D,E 1 
55 1,2 B,C,D,E 1 56 3,4 F 1 57 1,2 A.B,C,D 1 
58 1.2 B,C,D,E. 1 
59 1,2 A,B,C,D,E· 1,3 
60 1,2 A,B,C,D,E 1,3 
61 1,2 A,B,C,D,E· 1,3 
62 .. 3,4 F 1 
63 3.4 F 1 
64 1,2 B,C,D,E 1 
65 1,2 B,C,D,E 1 
66 1,.2 B,C,D,E 100 
67 1.2 B.C.D,E 100 
68 1.2 A,B,C,D,E 100 
69 1,2 A.B.C,D.E 100 
70 1,2 A,B,C,D,E 100 
71 1.2 A.B,C.D,E 100 
72 1.2 A,B,C,D..E 100 
73 1 B.C.D.E 1 
74 1.2 A,B.C.D.E 8 
75 1.2.3.4 B.C.D.E.F 100 
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The LLM input that required development for each groundwater region included 
the following: 
o Depth to groundwater 
o Ne t croundwater recharge 
o Applicable generic flow fields (nine flow fields exist in LL~) 
o Depth of target wells 
o Distance to target wells from source. 
The depth of the target well is set by the LLM code based on other hydro-
logiC characteristics. The distance to a target well was arbitrarily .elected 
to be a constant 600 meters for all LLH runs. The only exception to this well 
distance was for septic tanks. For this category, all well distances in the 
model (60m, 60Om, and 1600~) were u.ed because of the close .pacing of tanks at 
the hi~h density .ubcategory. Modeling all three distances for .eptic tanks 
allows for better estimates of exposure. 
Depth to groundwater and net ~roundwater recharge for each region were 
assigned based on ranges of values developed by the National Water Well Assoc-
iation (NWWA) draft report entitled "A Standard System for Evaluat!ng Ground-
water Pollution Potential Using Hydrogeolog!c Settings" (1984). USing this 
data, an average range of values for depth to ~oundwater and net groundwater 
recharge were assigned. The mid-point of the range vas selected as the value 
to be modeled and representative of each range (EPA, Sobotka and Company, Inc., 
and JR! Associates). These range. and mid-points are given in Table 1-4. 
Region 12-Alluvial Valleys has been incoporated into each region because this 
is the form data was required for analysis and LL~ input. 
Nine generic flow fields exist within the present LLM code to represent 
all possible ~oundvater hydraulic conditions in the conterminou. United States. 
The nine flow field. (A through I) used 1n the LLM are greatly .implified 
delcr1ptions of two-dimensional groundvater flow conditions. Figure 1-2 
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illustrates the flow fields. Flow conditions in each field are described by: 
o Horizontal flow velocity 
o Vertical flow :velocity 
o Thickness of aquifer and non-aquifer units 
o Arrangement of aquifer and llon-aqu1f.er units. 
The nine flow fields llere developed by Cerqhty & Miller. Inc. (1984) for the 
original LLM based on published groundwater modeling studies and their best· 
profeSsional judgement .. 
Using data -collected by.Geraghty & lUlIeI'. In(:.(1984) in the initial 
study. flow fields were able to be a.s1R!\ed to 10 of the 12 groundwater regions. 
Flow fields were assigned to the g,orema1n1~ croundwater regions (Region 4 -
Colorado Plateau and Wy01ll1n« Basin :and Region S - Ri~h Plains) baled on .vaH-
able published data in Heath (1984). McGuinness (1963). ~ (1984). and 
Geraghty & Miller. Ince (1984). and the best professional. judgements of JRB. 
Actual data from groundwater studies performed in these ~rounc!water regions was 
not obtained and would be 'requ!red for a better characterization. Assi~ed 
flow fields utilized in the .. tudy are given in Table 1-4. 
~ . 
• ~ , ,';. ~'.K"~" _ 0-1;, '" __ 
SoIII'aeI .. ",.). 
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UItI 1 .... .Pft to ClOVlIDIiAT!1 AlII) m GlOI,'lfDVAtll UCKAlCl 
(AMI'T'U ROIl lIWA. '''') 
Cioulld.aur DeliCti co Kec lactlar .. Doa1I1." AquUer Flo .. '!eldl 
".lOft- CrOtlftd •• ,.r C.) ,111 ~ Ty .. (Gar .. "" , 
l"le ~!dI!!1I1C IMle ~!dl!!nc ~!ller I 198~ \ 
I-Mal'.,. Nouaeaio 
..... 
119 15.%-30.5 12.' 0-% 1.0 frac,ured ".rock l.e.r.H, 
AY J.o-'.l 6.1 %-5 1.5 llIId .... II' pel e.D.C,I 
%-Alluw'al IaIl .. 
119 15.%-JO.5 12 •• 0-% 1.0 frac,urld ".rock A,l,e,D,l,r,C,H,I 
AV 15.2-JO.5 %2 •• 0-% 1.0 Ilftd .... II' .vel e,~,C,I 
J-Col""a Law. 'l.,.au 
" 
15.%-30.5 %2 •• 2-5 1.5 frac,ured "drock/b.llle l,e,D,C,H 
AV 3.0-'.1 6.1 2-5 3.5 load .... II'pel e,:I,C,t 
,-COl.r", 'la,.au .... 
~ .. IaIS.o 
.. 15.%-JO.5 12.' 0-% 1.0 fraceurld "drock A,I,e,D,I,r,C,R,I 
AV J.o-'.l 6.1 2-5 3.5 land 1l1li crl .. el e,D,C,I 
, .. 1p'lai .. 
'" 
15.2-JO.5 22 •• 0-2 1.0 ... oad ",p.1 A,I,e,D,!,r,C,H,I 
AV 0.0-3.0 1.5 5-10 7.5 .. lid .,d ft' ... 1 e,D,C,I 
• 6-Noncl.cs.leed Ceoeral 
.. •• 1-15.2 12.2 5-10 7.5 fraceurld '-drock/karl' A,l,l,r,I 
AV 3.0-'.1 6.1 5-10 7.5 .Ind III. ft' ••• 1 e,:l,C,I 
7-GllcS..,ed eeo,rll 
NY '.1-15.% 12.% 5-10 7.5 freceure4 ".rockl karat/l'. A,S,C,r,e,I 
AV 3.D-9.1 6.1 5-10 7.5 ...... and tr •• el e,D,C,! 
I-'!ed._, ... l1ue 11.,. 
NV '.1-15.% 12.2 5-10 7.5 fraccured ".rock/r.col1ch A,l,r 
AV 3.0-'.1 6.1 5-10 7.5 .000d Oftd tr •• el e,D,C,I 
.... onlll .. ' ad Suparlor 
UpI.,.1 
NV '.1-U.2 12.2 5-10 7.5 frereured .. drocle/ ••• I,e,r,c 
AV 3.0-9.1 6.1 5-10 7.5 llIId eft. tr •• el e,D,C,I 
100A,1 .. cS.c Culf ... 
eo .. cll Plal. 
119 J.D-'.1 6.1 5-10 7.5 I" Oftd '1' ... 1 A,l,e,r,C,H,I 
AV 0.D-3.0 1.5 5-10 7.5 ..... I! ..... cravel e,D,C,I 
.11-Sou,III", eoaa,al 
'lai. 
NV 3.0-'.1 6.1 10+ 15 kar.c/carbon.c.I l,e,D,r,I 
S __ " 0.D-3.0 1.5 10+ 
" 
kane A,I,e,D,E,r,C,H. 
.., ..... 'Ill.y ~.'I; AV • AllllYial Vall.y Anaa 
Saunle. JIB (1""'. 
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1.4 LLM LIMITATIONS 
Numerous limitations are inherent in the LLM code which restrict its ran~e 
of application for the source categories chosen in this study. Some of these 
limitations include the model's inability to model fracture flow, three 
dimensional flow and contaminant transport, and immiscible compounds. Table 
1-6 lists the major limitations with the existing model for use in this effort. 
Also provided are possible .alutions or aodifications to the model that may 
make it more applicable to this effort and future efforts. 
Outlines of the LLH flow codes were also developed to determine the 
assumptions used in model development and limitations inherent in the code's 
use. Tables 1-7 and 1-8 provide outlines for both the unsaturated and saturated 
models, respectively. In general, the LLM code provides for modeling only the 
si~plest hydrogeologic settings and geochemical reactions. 
In summary, the major limitations that should be recognized by uses of the 
data output from the LLM are: 
o The model assumes that groundwater flow occurs as a result of primary 
porosity (i.e., not through fractures or other openings). Only 30: 
(approximately) of the dominant aquifers in the U.S. can be assumed to 
be represented by this type of flow (Filure 1-3). 
o The model assume. that the unsaturated and .aturated zone are bomo-
geneous, isotropic aed1ums. In reality mo.t .arth material. ar,e 
neither bomogeneous or 1.atrop1c. 
o The model does not handle immiscible contaminant. such as .a.oline. 
These chemical •• ay .ave as plugs through the aquifer at rates dif-
ferent than groundwater flow rates. 
Souree: JIIB (19M'. 
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0. Attenuatio.n mechanisms such as retardatio.n, d!spersio.n, and de~ra-
dat!o.n are simplified in the model. Simpl!ficatio.n can cause 
results to' be erro.neo.us. 
0. The mo.del do.es no.t handle multiple so.urces o.r intermittent loading 
o.f co.ntaminant.. Bo.th o.f these pro.blems can lead to' erro.neo.us-
results. 
0. The interactio.n amo.n~ vario.us chemicals is no.t acco.unted for in 
the transport co.de. 
0. The accuracy o.f the mo.del is possibly plus and minus o.ne o.rder o.f 
magnitude. Val!datio.n testing o.f co.des has no.t been performed. 
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TABLE 8-1 
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF GENERIC HYDROGEOLOGIC SUBREGIONS 
lA 
11 
lC 
2.\-
2.\ 
28 
1A 
1. 
lC 
4A 
•• 4C 
SA 
58 
'A as 
Ie 
'0 
7A 
7. 
7e 
7D 
IA 
88 
Ie 
'A 
'8 
lOA 
108 
tOc 
10D 
11 
General 
IIydrogeology 
Alluvial ba.in fill aquifera 
Undifferentiated bedrock 
Undifferentiated bedrock aquifer 
Alluvial ba.in fill aquifer 
Alluvial ba.in fill aquifer 
Undifferentiated bedrock 
Alluvial aquifer over ba.alt aquifer 
.a.alt aquifers 
Undifferentiated bedrock 
Alluvial fill aquifer 
Undifferentiated bedrock 
Carbonate aquifer. 
Poor con.olidated .and.tone aquif.r 
Undifferentiated bedrock 
Alluvial aquifer over bedrock 
Undifferentiated bedrock 
Carbonate aquifer 
Sandstone aquifer 
Glacial over bedrock aquifer 
Glacial drift over undifferentiated 
bedrock 
Glacial drift over li ... tone aquifer 
Glacial drift over .and.tone aquifer 
Saprolite aquifer over cry.talline 
bedrock 
Re.iduum over li ... tone/.and.ton. 
aquifer 
Cry.talline bedrock 
Und·iff.rentiated .and, gravel, 
.andstone aquifer 
Glacial drift over bedrock 
Undifferentiated .and, grav.l, 
.and.tone aquifer 
Undiff.rentiated .ilts, clay, .hale 
bedrock 
Carbonate aquifer 
Multiple carbonate aquifer 
Fluvial/glacial .and - gravel aquifer 
near perennial .tr .... 
General 
Cu.ute 
'l'eaperateb 
Alpine, buaid to teaperate 
'l'eaperate 
auaid 
'l'emperate to arid 
Se.i-arid to arid 
"ai-arid to arid 
"ai-arid to arid 
'l'eaperate to .eai-arid 
S •• i-arid 
"ai-arid 
S.ai-arid 
'l'eaperate to .eai-arid 
'l'eapente 
Seai-arid 
'l'eaperate to .e.i-arid 
'l'eaperate to .e.i-arid 
'l'eaperate to .e.i-arid 
'l'e.perate 
'l'e.perate to .e.i-arid 
'l'emperate 
'l'e.perat. 
'l'emperate to humid 
'l'emperat. to humid 
T.mp •. rat. to hutr.id 
T.mperate 
Temperate 
Temperate to arid 
Temperat. 
Te.perat. 
'l'empenu 
'l'e.perate to .e.i-arid 
• Aquifer i. defined •• being capable of yielding vater to continuou.ly di.charging well 
operating at 50 gal/min. 
b Arid. i
'
O in/yr' Se.i-arid.,0-20 in/yr: "e.perau • 20-50 in/yr: Humid 1 50 in/yr 
, SoLaee: Genghty'" Miller U.). 
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C. Groundwate .. (Saturated Zone) Transport Model 
Gera,hty 6 ~iller, Inc., .elected the epproach, .odell, and param.ter 
values used for ~he .aturated zone ~ransport analYli.. The random-".'~ 
particle trackina model of Prickett et al. (1981) "as uled to .imulate 
transport. A full description of the approach to ,roundwlter modelin, is 
,iven in Appendix D. Subsurface Transport ~odelin&. 
The around"ater tran.port aodel it.elf "a. Dot incorporated into the 
liner-location rilk model. Rather. an input file "al conltructed from the 
aodel output aenerated by Geraahty 'Miller. Th~ liner-location .odel .elec~s 
the appropriate value from the input file, then adjult. it a. required ~o ,ive 
either the around"ater coneentr.tion or •••• loadiDa rate to a .urface "ater 
body. The around.lter tran.port .odel "a. run for Dine around"ater flow 
acenario •• three dist.nce. (bet"een .ource and expo.ure point), and three 
constituent .obility cla .. e. over a 200-ye.r .101ation 'Derted. The outpuU, 
ba.ed on a unit .ass input, .re aroundwater concentration and •••• 1oadin, 
ra~e e.ti.ates for 200 years for each scen.r1o-distance-.obi1ity cla •• 
combination. Ground.ater .cenario, dist.nce, and constituent identification 
Source. 
82 lCF~TID 
,~, 
(whi,h detlrminl • .obility) arl input variablls thlt .Ult bl IpI~ified for 
each aodel run. la.ed on tne.1 Ipe~ifications, the liner-location .odel 
retrieves the appropriate value . 
• etrieval of the corre~t Iroundwlter concentrltion or .... loadina rate 
for the four aulti-l.ver aroundwlter flow Icenlriol CF. G. H. 1) requires an 
addition.l Itep. For the lin,le-l.yer flow Icenariol (A, I. C. D. El. only 
one value is aVlilable for e.ch Icenario-diltancl-.obility ~lal' combination, 
and th.t value is ulld. Scenlrio F, which has an aquifer bel~' a non-aquifer, 
h.s values onl)" for the .quifer layer. The .. valull are used in all calel,--
with the alsumption thlt .nr well aUlt penetrate the aquifer l.yer. Scen.rios 
G. H. and I are double-aquifer I~enarios, with vllues for both .quifer layers 
(I~enlrlo I also ha, an intervenina non-.quifer llyer). The approprilte layer 
for ~ell con~er.trltl0ns is determined by complrina the well depth (aiven in 
Appendix £ for site-vii it facilities) with the depth of the boundlrY between 
.quifers <Ium of unsaturated aone depth and tOP layer depth and. for S~enario 
I. half of the intervenina layer depth). MISS lo.dinas for IClnariol G and H 
are the lum of thl 10ldinal for thl two l.yerl. 'Thl top llYlr valuel only .re 
u.ed to dete",ine a ... lo.diftal for Scenario 1. 
SDun:e1 u:r (1914'. 
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ILLIIOIS CITIES 8Y CLUSTER 
CLUSTER CITY 
IL01 
IL02 
lL02 
IL02 
IL02 
IL02 
IL02 
lL03 
IL03 
1L03 
IL03 
IL03 
IL03 
IL03 
.IL03 
1L03. 
IL03 
1L03 
IL03 
IL03 
IL03 
1L03 
IL03 
1L03 
IL03 
IL03 
1L03 
IL03 
IL03 
IL03 
IL03 
IL03 
IL04 
IL04 
. IL04 
IL04 
1L04 
1L04 
IL04 
1L04 
IL04 
1L04 
IL04 
1L04 
IL04 
1L05 
1L05 
1L05 
IL05 
ZION 
ANTIOCH 
RICHMOND 
RINGWOOD 
ROUND LAKE 
ROUND LAKE BEACH 
SPRING GROVE 
ABBOTT PARK 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 
DEERFIELD 
DES PLAINES 
GLENVIEW 
GRAYSLAKE 
GREAT LAKES 
GURNEE 
HIGHLAND PARK 
LAKE BLUFF 
LAKE ZURICH 
LIBERTYVILLE 
MCGAW PARK 
MOUNT PROSPECT 
MT PROSPECT 
MUNDELEIN 
NORTH CHICAGO 
NORTHBROOK 
NORTHFIELD 
PALATINE 
PRAIRIE VIEW 
ROLLING MEADOWS 
VERNON HILLS 
WAUKEGAN 
WHEELING 
ALGONQUIN 
BARRINGTON 
CARPENTERSVILLE 
CARY 
CRYSTAL LAKE 
EAST DUNDEE 
FOX RIVER GROVE 
HAMPSHIRE 
HUNTLEY 
ISLANDLAKE 
MCHENRY 
MCHENRY SHORES 
WOODSTOCK 
ADDISON 
BARTLETT 
BEDFORD PARK 
BELLWOOD 
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IL05 BRIDGEVIEW 
IL05 BROADVIEW 
IL05 BROOKFIELD 
IL05 BURR RIDGE 
IL05 CHICAGO 
IL05 CICERO 
1L05 COUNTRYSIDE 
IL05 ELMHURST 
IL05 EVANSTON 
IL05 EVERGREEN PARK 
lL05 FOREST PARK 
IL05 FOREST VIEW 
1L05 FRANKLIN PARK 
IL05 GENEVA 
IL05 GLEN ELLYN 
IL05 HARWOOD HEIGHTS 
IL05 HILLSIDE 
IL05 HINSDALE 
lL05 HODGKINS 
IL05 LA GRANGE 
IL05 LA GRANGE PARK 
IL05 LAGRANGE 
IL05 LINCOLNWOOD 
lL05 LYONS 
lL05 MAYWOOD 
IL05 MCCOOK 
1L05 MELROSE PARK 
1L05 MORTON GROVE 
1L05 NILES 
lL05 NORRIDGE 
lL05 NORTH RIVERSIDE 
IL05 NORTHLAKE 
IL05 OAK BROOK 
IL05 OAK LAWN 
IL05 PARK RIDGE 
IL05 RIVER GROVE 
lL05 ROSEMONT 
lL05 SCHILLER PARK 
lL05 SKOKIE 
IL05 STICKNEY 
lL05 SUMMIT 
lL05 WILLOW SPRINGS 
IL05 WILLOWBROOK 
IL06 AURORA 
lL06 BATAVIA 
IL06 BENSENVILLE 
IL06 CAROL STREAM 
IL06 CLARENDON HILLS 
IL06 DOWNERS GROVE 
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IL06 ELK GROVE VILLAGE 
IL06 HOFFMAN ESTATES 
IL06 ITASCA 
IL06 LAFOX 
IL06 LISLE 
IL06 LOMBARD 
IL06 NAPERVILLE 
IL06 ROSELLE 
IL06 SCHAUMBURG 
IL06 SOUTH ELGIN 
IL06 ST CHARLES 
IL06 STREAMWOOD 
IL06 VILLA PARK 
IL06 WEST CHICAGO 
IL06 WESTMONT 
IL06 WHEATON 
IL06 WOOD DALE 
IL07 ALSIP 
IL07 BLUE ISLAND 
IL07 BURNHAM 
IL07 CALUMET CITY 
IL07 CHICAGO HEIGHT 
IL07 CHICAGO HEIGHTS 
IL07 CHICAGO HTS. 
lL07 CRESTWOOD 
IL07 CRETE 
IL07 DOLTON 
IL07 EAST HAZEL CREST 
IL07 FRANKFORT 
IL07 HARVEY 
IL07 LANSING 
IL07 MATTESON 
IL07 MOKENA 
IL07 OAK FOREST 
IL07 ORLAND PARK 
IL07 PARK FOREST 
IL07 PARK FOREST SOUTH 
IL07 RIVERDALE 
IL07 S CHICAGO HEIGHTS 
IL07 SOUTH CHICAGO HIEGHT 
IL07 SOUTH.HOLLAND 
IL07 . TINLEY PARK 
IL07 UNIVERSITY PARK 
IL08 ARGONNE 
ILOa BOLINGBROOK 
ILOa CHANNAHON 
ILOa ELWOOD 
ILOa JOLIET 
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IL08 LEMONT 
IL08 LOCKPORT 
IL08 NEW LENOX 
IL08 PLAINFIELD 
IL08 ROMEOVILLE 
IL09 BELVIDERE 
IL09 CAPRON 
IL09 GENOA 
1L09 HARVARD 
IL09 HERBERT 
1L09 MARENGO 
IL10 LOVES PARK 
IL10 ROCKFORD 
IL10 ROSCOE 
IL10 SOUTH BELOIT 
IL10 WINNEBAGO 
IL11 FREEPORT 
IL11 PECATONICA 
IL12 STOCKTON 
1L12 WARREN 
IL13 GALENA 
IL14 SAVANNA 
IL15 CORDOVA 
IL15 EAST MOLINE 
IL15 MOLINE 
IL15 PORT BRYON 
IL15 PORT BYRON 
IL15 ROCK ISLAND 
IL16 MORRISON 
IL16 PROPHETSTOWN 
IL17 DIXON 
IL17 POLO 
IL17 ROCK FALLS 
IL17 STERLING 
IL18 BYRON 
IL18 MT MORRIS 
ILlS OREGON 
IL18 ROCHELLE 
Exhibit 8-4 
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IL18 STILLMAN VALLEY 
IL19 DE KALB 
IL19 DEKALB 
IL19 SYCAMORE 
1L20 MONTGOMERY 
1L20 OSWEGO 
1L20 SANDWICH· 
IL20 SUGAR GROVE 
1L20 YORKVILLE 
IL21 EARLVILLE 
IL21 LELAND 
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Exhibit 8-4 
( continued) 
IL21 MENDOTA 
IL21 OTTAWA 
1L21 UTICA 
IL22 COAL CITY 
IL22 MARSEILLES 
lL22 MORRIS 
IL22 SENECA 
lL23 BEECHER 
lL23 BOURBONNAIS 
lL23 BRADLEY 
IL23 KANKAKEE 
IL23 MOMENCE 
IL23 PEOTONE 
IL24 KEWANEE 
IL24 SHEFFIELD 
IL25 HENNEPIN 
lL25 LASALLE 
IL25 PERU 
lL25 PRINCETON 
IL25 SPRING VALLEY 
lL26 STREATOR 
lL27 DWIGHT 
IL27 PONTIAC 
IL27 SAUNEMIN 
IL28 CHATSWORTH 
IL28 COLFAX 
IL29 GALESBURG 
lL29 MONMOUTH 
IL30 GALVA 
IL31 CHILLICOTHE 
IL31 HENRY 
IL31 WYOMING 
1L32 EL PASO 
lL32 GOODFIELD 
lL32 METAMORA 
IL32 ROANOKE 
lL33 BARTONVILLE 
IL33 CREVE COEUR 
IL33 EAST PEORIA 
IL33 GLASFORD 
IL33 MAPLETON 
IL33 MORTON 
IL33 MOSSVILLE 
IL33 NORTH PEKIN 
IL33 PEKIN 
IL33 PEORIA 
IL33 TREMONT 
IL34 BLOOMINGTON 
IL34 NORMAL 88 
IL35 MACOMB 
IL36 HAVANA 
IL37 ATLANTA 
IL37 DELAVAN 
IL37 LINCOLN 
IL37 UNION 
IL38 CLINTON 
IL39 CHAMPAIGN 
IL39 FISHER 
IL39 RANTOUL 
IL39 URBANA 
IL40 MILFORD 
IL40 ONARGA 
IL40 WATSEKA 
IL41 HOOPESTON 
IL42 DANVILLE 
IL43 QUINCY 
IL44 PITTSFIELD 
IL45 BEARDSTOWN 
IL45 MEREDOSIA 
Exhibit B-4 
(continued) 
IL46 JACKSONVILLE 
IL47 AUBURN 
IL47 CHATHAM 
IL47 SPRINGFIELD 
IL48 KINCAID 
IL49 BLUE MOUND 
IL49 DECATUR 
IL49 MT ZION 
IL50 HAMMOND 
IL50 TUSCOLA 
IL51 CHARLESTON 
IL51 MATTOON 
IL52 MARSHALL 
IL52 PARIS 
IL53 CARLINVILLE 
IL53 LITCHFIELD 
IL53 WILSONVILLE 
IL54 COFFEEN 
IL54 GREENVILLE 
IL54 HILLSBORO 
IL55 VANDALIA 
IL56 EFFINGHAM 
IL57 GREENUP 
IL58 HUTSONVILLE 
IL58 ROBINSON 
IL59 BRIGHTON 
IL59 EAST ALTON 
IL59 EDWARDSVILLE 
IL59 GODFREY 
89 
I 
IL59 HARTFORD 
IL59 ROXANA 
IL59 WOOD RIVER 
IL60 ALTON 
IL60 BELLEVILLE 
Exhibit 8-4 
( continued) 
1L60 EAST CARONDELE 
1L60 EAST CARONDELET 
IL60 EAST ST LOUIS 
IL60 GRANITE CITY 
1L60 MADISON 
IL60 SAUGET 
IL61 HIGHLAND 
IL61 SCOTT AFB 
IL62 CENTRALIA 
IL62 HOFFMAN 
1L62 SALEM 
IL63 FLORA 
1L64 OLNEY 
1L65 LAWRENCEVILLE 
IL66 FAIRFIELD 
IL67 MT CARMEL 
IL68 WATERLOO 
IL69 SPARTA 
IL69 STEELVILLE 
IL70 BENTON 
IL70 MOUNT VERNON 
IL70 MT VERNON 
IL70 NORTH CITY 
IL71 CARBONDALE 
IL71 MURPHYSBORO 
IL72 HERRIN 
IL72 MARION 
IL73 ANNA 
1L73 WOLF LAKE 
IL74 METROPOLIS 
IL75 SHELBYVILLE 
IL99 UNSPECIFIED 
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Record-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
41 
48 
t9 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
51 
58 
59 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
11 
18 
19 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
CLUSTER 
ILOl 
IL02 
IL03 
IL04 
IL05 
IL06 
IL07 
IL08 
IL09 
IL10 
tLll 
IL12 
ILl3 
IL14 
ILlS 
IL16 
IL17 
IL18 
IL19 
IL20 
IL21 
IL22 
IL23 
IL24 
IL25 
IL26 
IL27 
IL28 
IL29 
IL30 
IL31 
IL32 
IL33 
IL34 
IL35 
IL36 
IL37 
IL38 
IL39 
IL40 
IL41 
IL42 
IL43 
ILU 
IL45 
IL46 
IL47 
IL48 
IL49 
IL50 
IL51 
IL52 
IL53 
IL54 
IL55 
IL56 
IL57 
IL58 
IL59 
IL60 
IL61 
IL62 
IL63 
IL64 
IL65 
IL66 
IL67 
IL68 
IL89 
IL70 
ILl1 
IL12 
IL13 
IL14 
IL16 
LAT 
42.48 
42.44 
42.20 
42.17 
41.90 
41.88 
41.49 
41.53 
42.25 
42.34 
42.28 
42.35 
42.42 
42.09 
41. 50 
41.67 
41.90 
42.01 
41.93 
41.64 
41. 50 
41.36 
41.25 
41.35 
41.33 
41.12 
41.00 
40.65 
40.91 
41.17 
41.08 
40.80 
40.70 
40.48 
40.46 
40.30 
40.25 
40.15 
40.24 
40.78 
40.47 
40.13 
39.93 
39.60 
40.02 
39.74 
39.79 
39.55 
39.77 
39.80 
39.48 
39.11 
39.12 
39.04 
38.96 
39.12 
39.11 
39.01 
38.86 
38.57 
38.53 
38.52 
38.67 
38.72 
38.12 
38.38 
38.41 
38.33 
38.01 
38.08 
37.'77 
37 .34 
37.34 
37.15 
38.41 
Exhibit B-S 
IUIMUS Il.USTERs 
LON SW_ENVIR OW_ENVIR RING1_POP RING2_POP RING3_POP RING4_POP DRINK_OW DRINK_SW DRINK LAKE 
87.83 4 9 4420 20011 58658 155634 0.40 0.00 -0.60 
88.24 4 9 523 3336 42650 102276 1.00 0.00 0.00 
87.95 4 9 633 25107 188258 471723 0.26 0.00 0.74 
88.30 4 9 3159 16455 12969 163460 1.00 0.00 0.00 
87.73 4 2 22765 483522 1305179 1833544 0.12 0.00 0.88 
88.06 4 2 6317 86009 252118 692175 0.96 0.04 0.00 
87.56 4 2 4936 22365 184566 544812 0.87 0.13 0.00 
88.09 6 2 6782 14429 83427 79837 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.73 4 9 524 0 21685 24252 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.02 5 9 1530 34457 113814 126890 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.60 5 9 1036 21879 .248 12884 1.00 0.00 0.00 
90.01 4 9 1865 125 744 10866 1.00 0.00 0.00 
90.43 6 9 2399 2378 1388 133.... 1.00 0.00 0.00 
90.1" 6 9 3027 2220 2840 7081 1.00 0.00 0.00 
90.51 6 2 1189 87045 113126 61112 0.14 0.86 0.00 
89.94 6 1 2141 141 1927 14272 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.54 6 9 0 1155 23377 35308 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.33 6 9 2898 1833 6408 12820 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.16 4 9 1093 21664 14912 8513 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88 ... 5 5 1 1968 4335 15333 101915 1.00 0.00-" 0.00 
8"9.02 6 1 0 659 1682 15665 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.44 6 1 1913 6899 5612 17328 1.00 0.00 0.00 
87.84 5 9 4951 0 14134 71582 0.22 0.18 0.00 
89.7.. 4 1 1130 0 2968 9544 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.20 6 6 3139 3368 29492 13971 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.83 4 1 6076 15035 3905 5574 0.06 0.94 0.00 
88.52 4 1 1083 283 1006 20683 0.45 0.55 0.00 
88.40 4 1 143 192 1529 '168 1.00 0.00 0.00 
90.65 4 1 6211 5547 2232 5823 1.00 0.00 0.00 
90.04 4 1 3151 328 1570 21963 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.63 6 1 0 391 1383 8082 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.20 4 6 2001 613 2651 17779 0.86 0.14 0.00 
89.59 6 2 4470 79634 114046 .1714 0.69 0.31 0.00 
88.99 4 2 10550 66973 9534 11421 0.96 0.04 0.00 
90.67 . 4 6 6205 10839 7254 10568 0.33 0.67 0.00 
90.06 6 2 3715 1332 2228 8808 1.00 0.00 0.00 
89.44 4 2 379 388 1851 26068 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.95 4 1 5144 4046 2629 846.. 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.19 4 6 1242 1145 21317 110247 1.00 0.00 0.00 
87.73 4 6 4670 873 3204 6873 1.00 0.00 0.00 
87.67 4 6 4085 2566 2719 6257 1.00 0.00 0.00 
87.62 4 6 5673 35347 2074.. 16949 0.07 0.93 0.00 
91.39 6 2 7336 31159 .623 10805 0.20 0.80 0.00 
90.81 6 2 1007 3645 1201 6132 0.48 0.52 0.00 
90.43 6 2 6247 885 1601 7467 0.98 0.02 0.00 
80.23 4 6 2611 21817 2031 5853 0.53 0.47 0.00 
89.64 4 2 8265 82i34 43855 22552 0.06 0.84 0.00 
89.29 4 2 3705 1643 3751 .156 0.42 0.58 0.00 
88.88 4 2 264 6823 44660 72823 0.56 0.44 0.00 
88.28 4 6 3839 1338 1462 14738 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.38 4 1 4360 14929 3516 28229 0.00 1.00 0.00 
87.66 4 1 705 733 1275 15501 0.31 0.63 0.00 
89.81 4 2 3938 1013 5788 27117 0.01 0.89 0.00 
89.46 4 2 0 256 3338 18321 0.13 0.87 0.00 
89.10 4 2 4397 2239 2180 6247 0.00 1.00 0.00 
88.54 4 6 3624 8129 5149 11413 0.13 0.87 0.00 
88.15 4 1 181 132 2044 1852 0.15 0.25 0.00 
87.74 4 2 3695 5654 1856 .662 1.00 0.00 0.00 
'0.08 6 1 3395 26316 .4141 175069 0.32 0.68 0.00 
80.18 6 1 2817 .7490 356705 87.823 0.38 0.62 0.00 
88.10 4 1 2476 0 11105 34135 0.22 0.78 0.00 
89.13 4 6 7016 13231 8743 12183 0.00 1.00 0.00 
88.49 4 6 3165 3151 1043 7353 0.00 1.00 0.00 
87.97 4 2 255 731 12068 8886 0.11 0.89 0.00 
81.87 I 2 255 731 12088 8886 1.00 0.00 0.00 
86.37 4 2 2349 3641 3845 .206 0.12 0.88 0.00 
87.77 6 2 1350 '449 0 16353 0.51 0.43 0.00 
'0.15 6 1 2312 2113 '142 25039 0.11 0.83 0.00 
88.66 4 1 2240 1100 2587 18580 0.54 0.46 0.00 
88.86 4 1 321 1028 .324 14660 0.00 1.00 0.00 
88.34 6 1 4701 .254 10529 35180 0.01 0.89 0.00 
88.25 4 1 81 223 .858 14046 0.11 0.83 0.00 
18.25 I 2 " 223 •• 58 14046 0.'0 0.10 0.00 
18.13 6 1 2.26 4889 8867 50460 1.00 0.00 0.00 
88.80 • 2 4358 e08 2185 7803 1.00 0.00 0.00 
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Exhibit B-6 
POPII.ATION 8REAmOWN 
Adult lien 38.1 S 
Adult WOMen 41.3 
Children (13 yrs. and younger) 20.6 
100.01 
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Appendix C 
DETAILS OP DATA SUMMARIES 
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WASTE CODE 
DOOO* 
D001 
D002 
D003 
D004 
D005 
D006 
D007 
D008 
D009 
DOlO 
DOll 
D013 
D014 
D015 
D016 
D017 
FOOl 
F002 
F003 
F004 
F005 
F006 
F007 
F008 
F009 
F010 
F011 
F012 
F017 
F019 
K001 
K004 
K023 
K032 
K034 
K035 
K044 
K046 
K048 
K049 
K050 
K051 
K052 
K061 
K062 
K069 
K071 
K085 
K086 
Ellh1bit C-l 
ILLIIDIS GENERATION IY 
lelA WASTE COlE 
TOTAL METRIC TONS 
46.823 
43312.948 
749293.887 
8720.982 
43.818 
122.910 
5664.424 
15433.571 
31897.060 
833.340 
62.010 
7.449 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
56.201 
0.057 
6371.603 
3678.021 
7602.554 
422.113 
87535.706 
25408.377 
31219.769 
524.262 
1189.522 
0.400 
10.545 
163.718 
457.415 
69.462 
3085.447 
22.623 
7.788 
278077.211 
27.620 
2.080 
202.390 
14.048 
171919.130 
3107.416 
55.018 
31651.789 
412.312 
39948.435 
164850.311 
492.121 
0.000 
183.332 
868.003 
94 
*Non-hazardous waste 
,/ Exhibit C-l 
" 1 
,j (Continued) '1 
-g 
WASTE CODE TOTAL METRIC TONS 
K087 45.036 
K093 165.382 
K094 932.750 
K100 0.000 
K102 0.000 
POOl 14.700 
P003 0.000 
P004 0.000 
P009 0.013 
POll 0.000 
P012 2.156 
P014 0.000 
P021 0.000 
P022 0.024 
P026 0.000 
P028 0.000 
P029 1.040 
P030 65.080 
P037 0.000 
P039 0.182 
P045 31.311 
P051 84.477 
P059 21611. 077 
P063 0.000 
P064 0.000 
P071 0.324 
P075 0.381 
P077 771. 065 
P082 0.000 
P087 0.000 
P089 0.026 
P092 0.208 
P094 75.059 
P09S 0.413 
P098 0.117 
Pl04 0.000 
P10S 0.160 
P106 0.282 
PllO 0.000 
PllS 0.000 
Pl19 0.000 
P120 6.500 
P121 0.007 
P122 0.000 
UOOl 0.681 
U002 82.808 
U003 0.081 
U004 0.000 
U006 0.000 
U007 0.000 
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WASTE CODE 
0008 
0009 
0012 
0017 
0019 
0021 
0022 
0028 
0031 
0032 
U036 
U037 
U041 
U044 
U045 
U048 
U051 
U052 
0053 
U055 
U056 
U057 
0061 
U067 
0069 
U070 
U071 
U075 
U077 
U078 
U080 
U081 
U082 
U099 
UI03 
UI07 
UI08 
U112 
Ul13 
U116 
Ul17 
U121 
0122 
0123 
U125 
U129 
0130 
U131 
0133 
U134 
Exhibit C-l 
(Cant 1ftued) 
TOTAL METRIC TONS 
5.384 
1.012 
130.670 
0.000 
13.692 
0.000 
0.000 
37.077 
0.013 
0.535 
76.960 
4.060 
0.000 
3.380 
0.000 
0.000 
4451. 753 
0.004 
0.003 
0.000 
18.952 
0.387 
0.262 
2.711 
1. 720 
0.296 
25.800 
0.000 
0.554 
0.000 
7.606 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
15.021 
0.222 
0.793 
12.890 
0.000 
0.050 
0.036 
0.000 
14.277 
0.003 
0.000 
10343.131 
1145.607 
0.004 
0.208 
0.000 
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WASTE CODE 
U135 
U140 
U144 
U145 
U147 
U151 
U154 
U155 
U158 
U159 
U160 
U161 
U162 
U164 
U165 
U169 
U170 
U173 
U177 
U181 
U187 
U188 
U190 
U191 
U196 
U201 
U204 
U209 
U210 
U211 
U213 
U216 
U219 
U220 
U223 
U225 
U226 
U227 
U228 
U230 
U237 
U238 
U239 
U240 
U242 
U244 
U246 
U247 
COMB 
Exhibit C-l 
(Continued) 
TOTAL METRIC TONS 
0.208 
108.376 
0.000 
0.000 
0.796 
3.796 
36.198 
0.008 
0.744 
95.684 
0.000 
0.000 
93.300 
0.000 
3.372 
0.018 
0.000 
2.740 
0.423 
0.290 
0.000 
299.618 
219.291 
0.073 
2.299 
0.005 
0.225 
0.000 
3.983 
2.702 
1.564 
0.000 
1.620 
47.584 
3.883 
0.000 
127.892 
0.041 
39.037 
0.000 
0.000 
13.782 
18.549 
14.940 
410.099 
2.283 
0.013 
0.350 
388527.430 
97 
-WASTE CODE 
*** Total *** 
Exhibit C-l 
(Continued) 
TOTAL METRIC TONS 
2145365.650 
98 
SIC CODE 
0* 
3* 
4* 
12 
13 
15 
16 
17 
19 
20 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
42 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
55 
58 
60 
63 
67 
72 
73 
75 
76 
79 
ILLINOIS GENERATION 8Y 
GENERATOR SIC com: 
(2 DIgn) 
TOTAL METRIC TONS 
19117.941 
18.082 
48.180 
392.891 
461.246 
32.321 
1.068 
2367.606 
0.592 
81.674 
61.560 
74.919 
26.475 
891.930 
4006.789 
5714.114 
1110792.911 
204075.120 
400.743 
14.580 
178.618 
124490.676 
89610.765 
11536.457 
8496.754 
11527.877 
372.350 
458.105 
238.953 
48289.727 
14.318 
87.927 
60.379 
60.614 
490801.610 
6347.311 
221.344 
10.296 
7.771 
237.157 
79.267 
1251. 527 
1.382 
0.750 
41. 499 
460.533 
1. 341 
312.491 
1062.400 
99 
*Miscoded SIC codes. 
SIC CODE 
80 
82 
84 
86 
92 
95 
96 
97 
*** Total *** 
Exhibit C-2 
CCentinued) 
TOTAL METRIC TONS 
67.680 
60.020 
0.381 
0.198 
1.133 
337.329 
0.045 
57.955 
2145365.682 
100 
ExhIbit C-3 
UNIFILL SITES 
TSDF ID TSDF NAME 
ILDO00667139 BRIGHTON LANDFILL _2 
ILD000805812 PEORIA DISPOSAL CO-_l 
ILD005263157 NORTHWESTERN STEEL & WIRE _2 
ILD010284248 CID PROCESSING _1 
ILD980700728 CECOS INTERNATIONAL 
*** Tot.al *** 
CITY 
BRIGHTON 
PEORIA 
STERLING 
CALUJomT CITY 
ZION 
101 
CLUSTER 
IL59 
IL33 
IL17 
IL07 
ILOl 
AMOUNT AMOUNT 
TREATED TREATED (KG OFFSITE) (KG ONSITE) 
8020315.4 0.0 
21037089.1 0.0 
0.0 5762450.5 
79418645.4 53682362.8 
39912229.9 0.0 
148388279.8 59444813.3 
Exhibit C-4 
SURFACE INPOUNMNT SITES 
TSDF ID TSDF NAME 
ILDO00806075 ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY 
ILDO00819946 KOPPERS COMPANY INC 
ILD005072517 AMERICAN NICKELOID COMPANY 
ILD005109525 GILBERT • BENNETT MFG CO 
ILD005141726 PETERSON-PURITAN INC 
ILD005476882 MARATHON OIL CO 
ILD006009690 ELECTROHOTIVE-DIV OF GHC 
ILD006271696 OLIN CORPORATION-MAIN PLANT 
ILD006278170 ALLIED CHEHICAL CORP 
ILD020367561 KERR.-HCGEE CHEMICAL CORP 
ILD041539230 PIERCE CHEMICAL COHPANY . 
ILD042659672 NATIONAL MARINE SERVICE INC 
ILD042671248 TEXACO INC 
ILD047028881 COM ED-KINCAID STATION 
ILD048296180 NORCHEH INC 
ILD062338694 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ILD080012305 SHELL OIL COHPANY-REFINERY 
ILD980503106 AMOCO PETROLEUM ADDITIVES CO 
ILD980700967 AMOCO PETROLEUM ADDITIVES CO 
ILT180012544 UNa-ROHN INC 
*** Total *** 
CITY 
CLINTON 
CARBONDALE 
PERU 
BLUE ISLAND 
DANVILLE 
ROBINSON 
HCCooK 
EAST ALTON 
METROPOLIS 
MADISON 
ROCKFORD 
HARTFORD 
LAWRENCEVILLE 
KINCAID 
HORRIS 
HORRIS 
ROXANA 
WOOD RIVER 
WOOD RIVER 
PEORIA 
102 
CLUSTER AMOUNT 
IL38 
IL71 
IL25 
IL07 
IL42 
IL58 
IL05 
IL59 
IL74 
IL60 
IL10 
IL59 
IL65 
IL48 
IL22 
IL22 
IL59 
IL59 
IL59 
IL33 
TREATED (KG ONSUE) 
14979744.0 
1994254.5 
1886363.5 
56361. 3 
15329.7 
243268.4 
931036.4 
31677.2 
68363632.0 
613636.4 
12.0 
7587.5 
2147899.0 
4149999.5 
1986954.2 
1961. 6 
38720455.9 
154545440.0 
6508636.9 
1963636.5 
297147886.5 
Exhibit C-S 
.1IE1C:1OtIID IN.ECT ION 
TIlEAT~NT SITES 
GENERATOR ID GENERATOR NAME 
ILD04207S333 CABOT CORPORATION 
ILDO00781S91 LTV STEEL COHPANY INC-WELL 
ILDOOS463344 ALLIED CHEMICAL CORP 
ILDO00814673 VELSlCOL 
*** Total *** 
CITY 
TUSCOLA 
HENNEPIN 
DANVILLE 
MARSHALL 
103 
SIC CLUSTER 
2819 IL50 
4210 IL2S 
49S3 IL42 
2879 IL52 
AMOUNT 
TREATED (KG OMSIT!) 
269199262.0 
3472881S.9 
62282414.9 
2779S8636.0 
644169128.8 
,,,",'\ 
:) ~ . \ 
.t ~. ~ ; 
Exhibit C-6 
WASTE PILE SITES 
GENERATOR ID GENERATOR NAKE CITY 
ILDOS6623S98 LTV STEEL COMPANY INC CHICAGO 
ILDOOS476882 HARATHON OIL CO ROBINSON 
ILDO00819946 KOPPERS COMPANY INC CARBONDALE 
ILD980996862 BIRMINGHAM BOLT COMPANY INC BOURBONNAIS 
ILD006280606 LACLEDE STEEL CO ALTON 
ILD006278360 REILLY TAR & CBEHICAL CORP GRANITE CITY 
ILDO00802702 MONSANTO CO-W G KRUHHRICH PLT SAUGET 
ILDOOS141551 GENERAL MOTORS CENTRAL FOUNDRY DANVILLE 
*** Total *** 
104 
SIC CLUSTER AMOUNT 
3400 ILOS 
2851 ILS8 
o IL71 
0&953 IL23 
4953 IL60 
4953 IL60 
4955 IL60 
4953 IL42 
TREATED (KG ONSITE) 
9087272.0 
279710.5 
3912273.0 
823635.4 
10527274.0 
104544.0 
531670.0 
1555864.8 
288220.3.5 
Exhibit C-7 
LAID TIEATMENT SITES 
GENERATOR ID GENERATOR NAME 
ILDO00814780 GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP 
ILD005,76882 MARATHON OIL CO 
ILD042671248 TEXACO INC 
*** Total *** 
CITY 
CHICAGO 
ROBINSON 
LAWRENCEVILLE 
105 
SIC CLOSTER 
4953 IL05 
2851 IL58 
4953 IL65 
AMOONT 
TREATED (KG QNSITE) 
. 720.0 
6992836.5 
343U54. S 
10428011.0 
WASTE CODE 
DOOl 
D002 
D003 
0004 
D005 
DOO.6 
D007 
D008 
D012 
D013 
D014 
FOOl 
F002 
F003 
F005 
F006 
FOll 
K032 
K035 
K049 
K050 
K052 
K073 
K085 
P030 
P045 
P081 
U003 
U009 
U019 
U028 
U036 
U061 
U067 
U070 
Ul17 
U122 
U129 
U154 
U159 
U169 
U188 
0190 
0220 
0223 
0230 
U239 
0246 
0247 
COMB 
Exhibit C-I 
lLUMGIS INCIII:ItATED WASTE 
BY lelA WASTE COlE 
TOTAL HETRIC TONS 
7787.825 
250.116 
1845.763 
1336.496 
1.804 
0.109 
62.692 
205.502 
0.188 
20.822 
0.350 
93.349 
45.654 
127.943 
19.766 
88.878 
1.600 
4.725 
1.230 
691.167 
25.195 
1. 797 
37.944 
29.641 
0.273 
31. 311 
29.657 
2.046 
0.070 
8.271 
13.635 
3.368 
3.205 
2.710 
0.045 
0.036 
3.345 
0.227 
4.050 
48.886 
0.200 
2.855 
0.102 
1.169 
9.806 
3.520 
2.014 
0.011 
0.350 
3186.413 
106 
WASTE CODE 
*** Total *** 
Exhibit C-I 
(Cent1ftued) 
TOTAL METRIC TONS 
16038.131 
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Appendiz D 
ILLINOIS REGULATORY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
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G. Other Informat10n 
The data from the annual generator and facility reports is too . 
extensive for all detailed reports to be 1ncluded here. Readers may want 
to refer to two additional Agency reports: "Companies that Generate 
Hazardous Haste and SMp It Off-Site, 1985 Annual Report .. and "Companies 
that Treat. Store. and Dispose of Hazardous Haste, 1985 Annual Report." 
These publications are available upon request. Address written requests 
to the attention of: 
Bob Casteel 
D1vision of Land Pollution Control 
Il11n01s Env1ronmental Protect10n Agency 
2200 Churchill Road 
Post Office Box 19276 
Spr1ngfield. Illinois 62794-9276 
Interpretat10n of the data from the annual reports is complicated by 
the many d1fferent ways 1n which wastes are managed by Il11n01s 
generators and faci1it1es. A waste generator may send some of his waste 
off-site for recycling, send another type of waste for inCineration, and 
yet another type for disposal. His decision w1l1 depend on the nature of 
the waste, the costs of management alternatives, and other factors. He 
may be class1f1ed as a small-quantity generator, 1n which case he is not 
subject to the reporting requirement. 
TSDF reporting scenarios are similarly varied. An out-of-state 
generator shipp1ng waste to an Illinois TSDF is not subject to the 
Illinois reporting requirement, yet the waste will be reported by the 
Il11nois TSDF on their Facility Report. All waste from small quantity 
generators rece1ved by an 111in01s TSDF will also be reported by the TSDF. 
110 
Figure 6 1llustrates some of the complexity of the hazardous waste 
report1ng process by show1ng five types of generators. four types of 
fac1lities. and the ways hazardous waste moves between them. The figure 
is complicated because ,t reflects the complexity of the reporttng 
requirements. A careful read'ng of the follow'ng explanat'on w'll 
illustrate tn more deta" how the report1ng system works and what the 
data really means. 
Generator #1 is located outs1de Illinois. He does not complete a 
Generator Report for the State of Ill1n01s. In our example. he has a 
listed waste that is sent to an Ill1no's recycler (TSDF #1) who treats 
the waste and returns the treated mater1al to Generator #1. TSDF #1 
would report the volume of waste treated on h1s Facility (TSDF) Report 
and the amount of residue created 1n the treatment process on a Generator 
Report as waste shipped to TSDF #4 in another state. Generator #1 has 
another hazardous waste that was sent to TSDF #2 for incineration. TSDF 
#2 being located in Illin01s would report the quantity treated 
(incinerated) and then report the residue from the incineration process 
as being generated and sh1pped to TSDF #3 for land disposal or to TSDF #4 
out-of-state. Generator #1 has a third waste stream that goes to TSDF #3 
in Illinois for land d1sposal and 1s reported by that fac11,ty. Waste 
going from Generator #1 to TSDF #4 1s not illustrated since both are 
located outside of Ill1n01s and do not report. 
Generator #2 'S located in Illinois and completes a Generator Report 
listing all waste shipped to all four example TSDFs. tncluding #4 that is 
located out-of-state. 
111 
.•. 1 
A large volume of Generator #3's waste 1s treated, stored, or 
dIsposed on-s1te. To avoId double counttng, these wastes are only 
reporte~ on a Faclltty Report. In addttton, Generator #3 has some 
smaller waste streams that are not amenable to on-stte TSOF. These are 
shtpped off-stte to TSOFs #1 through #4 and a Generator Report 15 
completed for these waste streams. Thus Generator #3 completes both 
Generator and Fac'ltty Reports. 
Generator #4 generates less than 1000 kg per month of RCRA hazardous 
waste and ts exempt from the Annual Report requirement as a small 
quant,ty generator. Hh1le Generator #4 does not report, his waste 1s 
reported on F~c'ltty Reports by TSOFs#l through #3. 
Generator #5 sends none of his waste off-site. Generator #5 does not 
complete a Generator Report but does complete a Fac1lity Report. 
112 
FIGURE 6 
HAZARDOUS WASTE REPORTING SCENARIOS 
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G. Other Informat10n 
The data from the annual generator and fac1l1ty reports 1s too . 
extens1ve for all deta11ed reports to be 1ncluded here. Readers may want 
to refer to two addH10nal Agency reports: "Compan1es that Generate 
Hazardous Haste and Sh1p It Off-SHe, 1985 Annual Report ll and "Compan1es 
that Treat, Store, and Dhpose of Hazardous Haste, 1985 Annual Report." 
These pub11cat10ns are available upon request. Address wr1tten requests 
to the attention of: 
Bob Casteel 
D1vis10n of Land Pollut10n Control 
I111n01s Environmental Protect10n Agency 
2200 Churchill Road 
Post Office Box 19276 
Spr1ngf1 e 1 d, I lli noi s 62794-9276 
Interpretation of the data from the annual reports 1s complicated by 
the many d1fferent ways 1n wh1ch wastes are managed by Il11n01s 
generators and facilities. A waste generator may send some of h1s waste 
off-site for recycling, send another type of waste for incineration, and 
yet another type for disposal. His decision will depend on the nature of 
the waste, the costs of management alternatives, and other factors. He 
may be classified as a small-quantity generator, 1n which case he is not 
subject to the reporting requirement. 
TSDF reporting scenarios are similarly varied. An out-of-state 
generator shipping waste to an Illinois TSDF 1s not subject to the 
Ill1nois reporting requirement, yet the waste w111 be reported by the 
Ill1n01s TSDF on their Faci11ty Report. All waste from small quant1ty 
generators received by an 111ino's TSDF will also be reported by the TSDF. 
110 
Figure 6 illustrates some of the complexity of the hazardous waste 
reporting process by showing five types of generators. four types of 
facilities. and the ways hazardous waste moves between them. The figure 
1s complicated because 't reflects the complexity of the reporting 
requirements. A careful reading of the following explanation wl1l 
illustrate in more detail how the reporting system works and what the 
data really means. 
Generator #1 1s located outside Illinois. He does not complete a 
Generator Report for the State of Il11no's. In our example. he has a 
11sted waste that is sent to an Illinois recycler (TSOF #1) who treats 
the waste and returns the treated mater1al to Generator #1. TSOF #1 
would report the volume of waste treated on his Facility (TSOF) Report 
and the amount of residue created in the treatment process on a Generator 
Report as waste shfpped to TSOF #4 in another state. Generator #1 has 
another hazardous waste that was sent to TSOF #2 for fnc1neration. TSOF 
#2 befng located In Il11nois would report the quantity treated 
(incinerated) and then report the residue from the incineration process 
as being generated and shipped to TSOF #3 for land disposal or to TSOF #4 
out-of-state. Generator #1 has a th1rd waste stream that goes to TSOF #3 
1n Il11n01s for land disposal and Is reported by that fac111ty. Waste 
g01ng from Generator #1 to TSOF #4 1s not 111ustrated since both are 
located outside of Il11n01s and do not report. 
Generator #2 Is located In Ill1nois and completes a Generator Report 
l1sting all waste shipped to all four example TSOFs. including #4 that is 
located out-of-state. 
111 
T" ., 
A large volume of Generator #3's waste 1s treated, stored. or 
dfsposed on-site. To avoid double counting, these wastes are only 
reporte~ on a Facility Report. In addltton, Generator #3 has some 
smaller waste streams that are not amenable to on-site TSOF. These are 
shipped off-site to TSOFs #1 through #4 and a Generator Report ts 
completed for these waste streams. Thus Generator #3 completes both 
Generator and Fac",ty Reports. 
Generator #4 generates less than 1000 kg per month of RCRA hazardous 
waste and's exempt from the Annual Report requIrement as a small 
quant,ty generator. Wh'le Generator #4 does not report, hIs waste 1s 
reported on Fac',1ty Reports by TSOFs#l through #3. 
Generator #5 sends none of his waste off-site. Generator #5 does not 
complete a Generator Report but does complete a Facil1ty Report. 
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